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ABSTRACT 
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Advisor: 
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Active transportation has been widely recognized as a transportation approach with 

various economic and social benefits. However, most current active transportation plans 

are developed with focus on completing the municipality-level infrastructure network and 

overlook the community-level active transportation practices and have rarely taken into 

account the needs of the immigrant groups. This research fills this gap by showing how 

Chinese immigrants create their own social space according to their daily active 

transportation practices within their neighborhoods. Research finding shows that 

Chinese immigrants were firm supporters of active transportation as walking/biking was 

a deeply embedded part of social life in their previous living experiences. Shopping, 

socializing and group recreation-purposed active transportation destinations were their 

common needs therefore attractive neighborhood destinations with diverse living 

amenities, small-scale retails and group exercise space would benefit them more than 

many current government investment on infrastructure. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Research background 

Active transportation has been widely recognized as a healthy and environment friendly 

transportation approach with various economic and social benefits and has been strongly 

promoted by all levels of the Canadian government since the 1990s. However, there are 

two gaps within the current active transportation plan and policies, which causes 

difficulties for the public to take it as an everyday transportation priority. Firstly, most 

active transportation plans are developed at municipal level and focus on connecting 

public transit to neighborhood boundaries. The areas within the neighborhood, where 

most walking and biking behaviours happen, are neglected. Secondly, planning policies 

and arrangements rarely take into account the walking and biking cultural needs of 

immigrant groups (which account for 46% of the GTA population), which caused the low 

usage rate of many government invested infrastructures.  

 

This research takes the Chinese immigrants as the object population and aims at filling 

the policy gap by exploring their everyday stories of walking and biking at the community 

scope. The Chinese immigrant group is chosen for two reasons. Firstly, it is one of the 

biggest immigrant groups in the GTA.  According to the 2016 census, over 560,000 

residents were born in China and this makes the Chinese population the largest visible 

minority group in the GTA. In municipalities such as Markham and Richmond hill, China-
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born residents make up around one third of the total population. Secondly, the China-

born immigrants are likely to share distinctive walking and biking habits, as there is a 

prevailing walking and biking culture in China due to the high-density urban development 

and advanced public transit system. Their voices are therefore valuable, as their out-of-

Canada living experiences make them resourceful in providing experiences, stories and 

ideas on good active transportation planning and design.  

 

The Chinese immigrant group is not supposed to represent all immigrant groups in the 

GTA and neither is it the purpose of this research to consider all immigrant groups. This 

research aims at telling immigrants’ everyday stories from a bottom-up perspective, and 

it is the researcher’s position that the Chinese immigrants’ voice should be heard. Other 

ethnic groups, especially the ones coming from high population density regions, may 

share similar needs and habits of active transportation, and further research is needed 

to explore their stories and what different immigrant groups have in common. 

 

1.2 Research objective and questions 

 

This research aims to identify the gaps between the existing community active 

transportation planning and the immigrant residents’ ideal active transportation system 

and exploring the efforts that the immigrants make on creating their own social space 
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according to their daily active transportation practices. Lefebvre’s theory of ‘The 

Production of Space’ is used to analyze the dynamic process and answer the following 

questions with numerous qualitative research methods: 

(1) What are the gaps between the planned community active transportation system 

and immigrant residents’ daily active transportation activity choice? 

(2) What are the connections between the immigrants’ active transportation activity 

choice and their previous living experiences before coming to Canada? 

(3) How can community design and planning better meet immigrant residents’ cultural 

and social active transportation needs in order to contribute to the production of more 

inclusive social spaces? 

 

1.3 Thesis structure 

 

This thesis is structured into 7 chapters. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review over 

the importance of promoting active transportation in the Canadian planning context with 

an explanation on why it was important to narrow down the research scope to the 

community level, and why Chinese immigrants’ habits and needs should be addressed 

by policy makers and community planners. Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical 

framework of this research, including the perspective of social-spatial dialectic and the 

theory of ‘The Production of Space’. The ‘spatial triad’ framework will be further discussed 
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in terms of how it could guide through data analysis and how different types of spaces 

are interpreted in this research. Chapter 4 discusses the methodology of this research by 

justifying why using a qualitative approach, interviews and observation as the main 

research methods is appropriate. Chapter 5 presents the data collected from interviews 

and observations and provides an overview on the Chinese immigrants’ active 

transportation patterns in four case study neighborhoods, representing different types of 

communities (Urban High-density, Urban Low-density, Suburban High-density and 

Suburban Low-density). Following it, Chapter 6 provides further discussions on the 

Chinese immigrants’ socializing-purposed active transportation practices and explores 

the social and cultural meanings behind these practices. Lefebvre’s spatial triad 

framework will be used to analyze the dynamic ‘spatial production ’process in which the 

Chinese immigrants fill the gaps between the car-oriented community planning reality and 

their strong walking/biking needs by creating social space in their neighborhoods.  

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing the key findings and pointing out further 

research areas. 
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2 Chapter 2 Literature review 
 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review reviewing the importance of 

promoting active transportation in the Canadian planning context with an explanation on 

why it was important to narrow down the research scope to the community level, and 

why Chinese immigrants’ habits and needs should be addressed by policy makers and 

community planners. 

 

2.2 What is Active Transportation 

Active transportation refers to any form of human-powered transportation (Transport 

Canada, 2011), including walking, biking, skateboarding, in-line skating/rollerblading, 

jogging and running, non-mechanized wheel chairing, snowshoeing and cross-country 

skiing (Government of Canada, 2014).  In Canada, walking and cycling are the most 

common forms of active transportation and are often combined with other modes, notably 

public transit (Transport Canada, 2011). Therefore, active transportation is often defined 

as including public transport to meet longer distance trip needs, as ‘public transport trips 

generally include walking or cycling components as part of the whole journey’ (Villanueva 

et al, 2008). Typical active transportation infrastructures include sidewalks, on-road 

bicycle lanes, off-road trails, multi-use pathways, bike parking facilities, and crosswalks, 
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whilst public transit and transportation demand management programs also play 

supplemental roles in enabling linked system of trips (OPPI, 2012). 

2.3  Why is active transportation important in the Canadian planning 
context 

The benefits of active transportation are recognized in many aspects. The government of 

Canada lists the following five reasons why active transportation should be promoted, 

that it (The Government of Canada, 2014): 

• Gives us an opportunity to be physically active on a regular basis 

• Is accessible to Canadians and increases social exchanges 

• Reduces road congestion 

• Contributes to reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

• Saves money on gas and parking 

 

At a broad level, active transportation brings various intertwined social benefits. For 

citizens, active transportation is an important element of the comprehensive urban 

transportation system. The integration between active transportation infrastructures and 

the transportation hubs and other transportation forms will greatly increase the capacity 

and efficiency of the transportation system (OPPI, 2012) and impact citizens’ mobility 

choice. Economically, active transportation can reduce the municipalities’ huge cost of 

traffic congestion (an estimated $3.3 billion per year due to lost productivity in GTHA), 

construction and maintenance of infrastructures for motor vehicles (OPPI, 2012). In 
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addition, a shift from automobile to active transportation can cut an average of 2,000 short 

car trips (less than 3km) for each Canadian (Share the Road Cycling Coalition, 2010) and 

greatly reduce family cost on motor vehicles. The total economic benefit of active 

transportation was estimated to amount to $3.6 billion per year in Canada with a combined 

walking (6.6%) and bicycling (1.2%) mode share of 7.8% (Campbell and Margaret 

Wittgens, 2004). Environmentally, the contribution of active transportation to lowing 

greenhouse emission is widely advocated and highly expected by the government. 

According to Clean Energy Canada et al.’s (2016) research, the traffic sector is 

responsible for 23% of Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions, and there are significant 

opportunities for reducing this number by promoting active transportation, as 74% of 

Canadian regular commuters drive a private automobile. In 2015, Toronto established a 

vision of being one of the most sustainable and resilient cities in the world and set a goal 

of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050. Low-carbon mobility was listed 

as the core strategy to accomplish this goal and encouraging active transportation was 

proven to be the No.1 focus (22%) of citizens (City of Toronto, 2015).   

Since the 1990s, the Canadian federal and provincial governments have been actively 

promoting active transportation with funding and policy support (Federal Active 

Transportation Coalition, 2016; Transportation Canada, 2011).  Three decades later, 

many urban and small-town areas have seen the development of local active 

transportation plans and increasing government investment into active transportation 

infrastructures. However, despite the nationwide effort on promoting active transportation, 

an undeniable fact is that the current Canadian transportation system is still heavily 
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automobile-based. The raw active transportation numbers in Canadian big cities including 

Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver remain lagging behind other leading cities in the world 

such as New York, Berlin and Vienna (Behan and Smith Lea, 2012). Meanwhile, at the 

receiving end of the government policies and initiatives, active transportation has a long 

way to go to be really integrated into citizens’ everyday lives. According to the survey by 

Statistics Canada, Canadians still spend an average of 90% time indoor (Statistics 

Canada, 2015). 85% percent of adults and 93% percent of children do not get enough 

daily physical activity, which is a direct risk factor for obesity, cardiovascular diseases and 

other chronic health conditions (Obesity Statistics Canada 2014), and every year physical 

inactivity costs the Canadian health care system $6.8 billion from preventable chronic 

diseases (Janssen, 2012).  

 

In Ontario, the importance of active transportation has been increasingly strengthened in 

provincial and regional policies in recent years. As the main provincial-level guidance, the 

Provincial Policy Statement has made a clear and profound positive step to affirm the 

importance of active transportation in future development.  The 2014 Provincial Policy 

Statement for the first time included active transportation in Ontario's land use 

development vision, and clearly stated that we should ‘encourage the use of active 

transportation and transit before other modes’ (Part IV). In the land use policies, the 

following statement also directs the incorporating of active transportation into land use 

planning: 
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‘1.1.3.2  Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on support active 

transportation’ 

‘1.5.1 Healthy, active communities should be promoted by:  

a)  planning public streets, spaces and facilities to be safe, meet the needs of 

pedestrians, foster social interaction and facilitate active transportation and 

community connectivity; ’ 

‘1.6.7.4  A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted that minimize 

the length and number of vehicle trips and support current and future use of transit and 

active transportation. ’ 

 

The use of the directive word ‘shall’ is a significantly positive step in terms of enhancing 

the importance of active transportation, comparing with the 2005 Provincial Policy 

Statement. Following the Provincial Policy Statement, the Growth Plan for the Great 

Golden Horseshoe (Growth Plan) provided more concrete guidance on incorporating 

active transportation into land use, and aimed at making active transportation ‘a practical 

element of our urban transportation system’(1.1). Active transportation is considered as 

a part of the comprehensive transportation system and the importance of ‘complete 

streets’, ‘alternatives to automobile’ and ‘supportive infrastructure’ are emphasized in 

section 3.2.2: 
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3.2.2 Transportation - General 

2. The transportation system within the GGH will be planned and managed to: 

… 

b) offer a balance of transportation choices that reduces reliance upon the automobile 

and promotes transit and active transportation; 

… 

3. In planned street network, a complete streets approach will be adopted that ensures 

the needs and safety of all road users are considered and appropriately accommodated. 

4. Municipalities will develop and implement transportation demand management 

policies in official plans or other planning documents or programs to: 

… 

(b) increase the modal share of alternatives to the automobile, which may include 

setting modal share targets; 

(c)prioritize active transportation, transit, and goods movement over single-occupant 

automobiles; 

(d)expand infrastructure to support active transport 
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2.4 Why adopt a community planning perspective 

Community is where most active transportation activities take place. In most active 

transportation researches, the user-friendly walking distance is 2 kilometers and for 

cyclists this number is 7 km, which match perfectly with the scope of community 

plan/design. From a planning perspective, active transportation networks are the 

foundation of planning for complete communities. Meanwhile, community land use 

planning and spatial design play a pivotal role in influencing active transportation users’ 

trip choice, perceptions of attractiveness, convenience and safety (Australian 

Government Department of Health and Ageing, 2009), as active transportation activities 

are highly dependent on the routes’ density, built form, and supportive infrastructure 

(2041 Regional Transportation Plan by Metrolinx, 2016; Rybarczy, 2018). Compact and 

walkable communities with well-designed active transportation networks and 

infrastructures have significant positive impact on public health, safety, social network 

building and environment (Table 1)  (OPPI, 2012), and are strong boosters of a local 

economy by encouraging small-scale retail, mixed-land use and housing intensification 

at the community level. A study by Eppli and Tu (1999) shows that homeowners are willing 

to pay an average of 11% more for living in walkable new urbanist communities compared 

with similar nearby neighborhoods. The National Bicycle and Pedestrian Clearinghouse’s 

research (1995) further demonstrated the importance of active transportation network in 

housing choice, that homebuyers ranked walkable community design with low traffic and 

quiet streets 1st out of 39 attributes used to select a home. 
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Table 2.1 Community Benefits of active transportation (OPPI, 2012) 

Health benefits 
The transportation choices people make can impact their 
health and overall well-being in significant ways. Walking and 
cycling are excellent forms of exercise that can be incorporated 
into daily routines, contributing to recommended physical 
activity levels and combating the rise in obesity and the 
incidence of diabetes. Active transportation can also contribute 
to improved mental health by increasing opportunities for social 
interaction, which can reduce social isolation. 

Safety benefits 
Well-designed and purposeful infrastructure can reduce the 
frequency and severity of pedestrian and cyclist injuries and 
fatalities, especially for vulnerable road users such as children 
and seniors. Research shows a “safety in numbers” effect 
whereby the greater the number of pedestrians and cyclists on 
the road, the safer the road is for these users.  

Environmental 
benefits    

Active transportation is a sustainable transportation mode that 
produces fewer greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution 
than motorized travel. Thus, planners can help to reduce 
communities’ carbon footprints by ensuring there are policies, 
planning and design standards and guidelines that enhance 
cycling and walking opportunities. Further, an increase in the 
use of active transportation modes (e.g. bicycling) results in a 
reduction in the wear and tear on the road system, meaning 
less maintenance and fewer resources are required.  

Social/community 
benefits 

Active transportation modes offer an intimate perspective of 
communities beyond the confines of the automobile. Going for 
a bike ride or a walk around a neighborhood puts more “eyes 
on the street.” It encourages social interaction, fosters a sense 
of place and increases the perception of personal safety. 
Additionally, active transportation is accessible and economical 
for people of all ages and abilities. Active transportation can 
also be the only transportation choice for many because of 
age, health or income.  

However, despite widely recognized community benefits of active transportation and the 

importance of community planning in promoting active transportation, so far there are few 

government practices of drafting community-level active transportation plan/design in 

Ontario. Although the importance of active transportation has been increasingly 

strengthened in provincial and regional policies, a problematic ideology exists throughout 
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all levels of policies, that active transportation is taken as an added element to be 

incorporated into the existing planning framework, rather than an integrated system that 

needs to be thoroughly planned/designed at the community level from users’ 

perspectives.  

Table 2.2 Ontario policy framework of promoting active transportation 

Level Policy New directions Gaps 

Provinci
al 

Provincial Policy 
Statement 
(2014) 

Affirm the importance 
of active 
transportation  

Lack of directive language to 
ensure the incorporation of 
active transportation in land use 
planning  

GHH Growth Plan for 
Great Golden 
Horseshoe 
(2017) 

Make a broad 
direction to 
incorporate AT into 
land use and 
transportation 

Focus on developing regional 
transportation corridor and 
modes. Take AT as a 
connecting element in the 
regional transit system 

GTHA Big Move: 
Regional 
Transportation 
Plan (2008) 

Clear strategy to 
develop walking and 
cycling network 

Lack of regional coordination 
around active transportation 
investment and guidance on 
community-level AT plan 

Municipa
lity 

Local AT plans Connect AT network 
with public transit 
services 

Lack of concern on AT 
design/plan within communities 

In the Growth Plan for Great Golden Horseshoe, the main discussions around active 

transportation were around connecting the active transportation networks to the regional 

transportation corridor and modes, as stated in 2.2.4 that: 
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2.2.4 Transition Corridors and Station Areas 

8. All major transit station areas will be planned and designed to be transit-

supportive and to achieve multimodal access to stations and connections to 

nearby major trip generators by providing, where appropriate: 

b. infrastructure to support active transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle lanes, 

and secure bicycle parking;  

 

Other statements related to active transportation are scattered in the sections of 

‘employment’,  ‘greenfield’, ‘moving people’, ‘moving goods’ and ‘public service facilities’. 

As most of these clauses took active transportation as an aspect to be considered in 

these planning areas, there is a no clear guidance on how to plan/design an integrated 

active transportation system at the community level. As a matter of fact, it was never clear 

for local governments on how to systematically allocate active transportation 

infrastructures in communities and efficiently incorporate the active transportation 

networks in the existing and new transportation plan (Courtney, 2009).  

 

Within the GTHA area, the 2041 Regional Transportation Plan produced by Metrolinx sets 

out the key strategies to be promoted in the regional comprehensive transportation 
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planning in the next 25 years. Similar to the Growth Plan, there is a lack of regional 

coordination around active transportation investment and clear guidance on community-

level active transportation system design/plan. Mobility hubs, major transit stations and 

rapid transit corridors are listed as priorities of development (Part 4.3) and most funding 

was allocated to these areas. Among the 2041 RTP’s $50 billion of planned capital 

investment, $16 billion was allocated primarily for transit expansion projects. In terms of 

the remaining $34 billion, no concrete plan was released yet, and in Metrolinx’s 

Investment Strategy (2010) for the $34 billion “Next Wave” projects, only 25% was 

allocated for ‘other local transportation projects’, including walking and cycling 

infrastructure (Hess, 2015). In addition, no funding program or regional priorities for active 

transportation was identified by the Metrolinx so far, which leaves the lower-level active 

transportation development in the air. This disconnection created a significant barrier for 

GTHA municipalities (Hess, 2015). 

 

Following the upper-level policies’ new directions, many local municipalities drafted or 

updated their local active transportation plans in recent years, and the focus was 

commonly given to increasing active transportation infrastructures around the rapid transit 

facilities, such as the transit spines, regional centers, and mobility hubs. York Region for 

instance, updated its Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan in 2016. The new development 

direction to enhance the rapid transit development was captured and translated into 3 ‘big 

moves’ at the local level, including (York Region, 2016): 
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• Support the ‘last mile’  

• Accelerate active transportation facilities that connect communities to transit spines 

and regional centers  

• Provide safe and convenient walking/cycling opportunities to mobility hubs  

 

Similarly, local municipalities including the City of Toronto (2017) and the Town of 

Richmond Hill (2019), all allocated their active transportation networks around the public 

transit system and focused on completing the active transportation infrastructures along 

the main public transit corridors (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2). As long as these investments 

made an important step to connect the public transportation services to residents at the 

boundaries of the community blocks, we can see that the areas within the blocks were 

mainly left out.  
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          Figure 2.1 Active Transportation Master Plan of Toronto  

 

 

                           Figure 2.2 Active Transportation Master Plan of York Region 
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This gap has left tremendous opportunities for planners and researchers to explore the 

stories within the communities: How do the residents perceive the existing active 

transportation facilities and networks in their communities? How do these facilities meet 

(or not meet) their daily active transportation needs and expectations and, how can 

community planning/design improve their active transportation experiences? Answers to 

these questions can provide solid evidence-based support for more deliberate and 

efficient community active transportation planning.  

 

2.5 Why focus on immigrants’ needs 

 

As an ethnically and culturally diverse country, Canada has been proud of its immigrant-

friendly policies in social services and public health. However, despite many immigrant-

targeted government initiatives, an alarming fact is that immigrants spend much less time 

than the overall Canadian population walking and cycling (Statistics Canada, 2015), and 

the active transportation-supporting infrastructures are less accessible to immigrants 

(Quesnel-Vallee el at. 2011). This situation is more severe for minority immigrant groups 

such as older people, non-English speakers and low-income groups (Lee et al., 2017).   

Immigrants, especially newcomers, usually rely more heavily on the nearby community 

environments than native Canadians, as they are likely to be less mobile and more 

segregated. They also intend to have a strong aspiration to interact with the neighborhood 

landscapes and regimes to which they arrive (Mack, 2014). Haques’ (2010) research 
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shows that newcomers link their health and wellbeing closely to the life-functional 

elements in their neighborhoods, including access to public transportation, the vicinity to 

grocery stores that sell their culture’s food and other public services.  

 

The role of planners and designers in addressing the immigrants’ needs has been 

increasingly realized in planning literature (Burayid, 2000; Sitek, 2000; Tuohy and Talen, 

2017;). However, few planning policies and schemes have really taken into account the 

diverse needs of immigrant groups and implement them into physical spatial 

design/planning. As Pestieau and Wallace (2003) noted that, ‘surprisingly little attention 

has been paid to the implications of immigration and ethnocultural diversity for local 

planning.’ In the realm of active transportation planning, the needs of immigrants are 

commonly neglected and the participation from them is very limited. Local active 

transportation plans often overlook the residents’ culture background and fail to consider 

different immigrant groups’ anticipation and habits of active transportation (Lee & Sener 

& Jones, 2017; Whitcomb, Dang & Garibay, 2016). This gap could easily lead to the 

mismatch between the government invested infrastructures and what they really wanted. 

For instance, many cultural and ethnographic researches have indicated that culturally 

diverse users have apparent differences in expectations, needs and habits of physical 

activities and using public space in their neighborhoods (Baek el at., 2016; Dodgre el at., 

2010; Gobster 2002; Byrne and Wolch 2009; Sanchez 2010). Generally speaking, the 

immigrants use public space more for passive relaxation, socializing and learning new 

things than the Caucasian Canadians, who prefer to use public space for individual active 
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exercises (Sitek, 2010; Gobster, 2002). This means that friendly space and facilities for 

socializing and information-sharing could be of greater needs for them than the exercising 

facilities and routes. Immigrants are also more sensitive to the cultural elements in the 

built environment. For instance, they may feel most comfortable in areas with fewer 

language barriers and where the streetscape characteristics remind them of their 

countries of origin (Dines and Cattrell, 2006). Lanfer and Taylor’s (2005) research found 

that immigrants intend to transform public spaces into landscapes familiar to their home 

countries and their most concerned elements were the ones which reminded them of 

home. Differences also exist among different immigrant groups. Some imigrant groups 

such as Hispanic are more inclined to visit public space in big family groups than others. 

Therefore party-related facilities were of their interest. Hanging out in parks for sport was 

popular among young African males and they would often change the open space to 

accommodate their needs, whilst the majority of Asian park users are older people 

(Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995) and they may need space for dancing and group exercise. 

 

The lack of immigrants’ engagement in active transportation planning represents a huge 

loss for policy makers and planners, as immigrants are so resourceful in providing 

experiences, stories and ideas on good active transportation planning and design.  With 

their experiences of ‘other cities, other worlds’ (Huyssen 2008), they probably are the 

groups that are most eager to contribute to new dynamics of negotiation around shaping 

the future of their neighborhoods (Mack, 2014). They can also be the best proponent of 

active transportation. Many active transportation researches describe local cultural 
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background as an obstruction to promote walking and cycling in the North American 

setting (McAndrews et al., 2018), but it is definitely not the case for many immigrants. For 

many immigrant groups who come from areas with dense population and compact urban 

forms (such as Asia and Europe), active transportation itself is always an integrated part 

of their lives. When many governments tried to ‘market’ active transportation by ‘creating’ 

an ‘active transportation planning culture’ (Transportation Canada, 2010), they did not 

realize that for many immigrants there already exists a strong embedded culture of 

walking and cycling and active transportation-supported life style, which needs to be 

further explored, as it can be quite different from the government-promoted active 

transportation culture in Canada.  

 

Another fact that demonstrates the necessity of looking into immigrants’ active 

transportation needs is the increasing proportion of immigrant population in GTHA area. 

Areas like York (47%), Toronto (47%) and Peel (51%) have almost half of their residents 

(York Region, 2016) reported as immigrants. This proportion is lower in Durham (24%), 

Hamilton (25%) and Halton (30%) but still involves around a quarter of the total 

population. In immigrant-popular places like Brampton (52.3%) and Mississauga (53.4%), 

immigrants account for half of the overall population and in more extreme cases such as 

Markham and Richmond Hill, the majority of residents ( 68.8% in Markham and  71% in 

Richmond Hill) are reported as Asian-born (Ontario Ministry of Finance, 2016). So when 

we talk about immigrants needs’ in GTHA, we are really not talking about ‘minority 

groups’. It’s very practical and addresses the day-to-day needs of a huge population 
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group that has been constantly neglected and left out of our planning framework. 

 

From the immigrants’ perspective, there are many invisible obstacles for immigrants to 

take active transportation, such as not being able to read signs, a fear of getting lost in 

the community, uncomfortable with sharing roads with fast-moving automobiles, 

confusion about how to use relevant infrastructures and so on. There are also various 

needs that are not perfectly satisfied by the existing active transportation networks and 

facilities, as discussed before. These obstacles and needs can hardly be captured by 

local policy makers and active transportation planners, as there is very limited space for 

immigrants to participate in local active transportation planning and design, as the public 

engagement process is usually not friendly to immigrants. This fact makes a call for 

bottom-up research on immigrants everyday active transportation experiences, and in-

depth exploration on their needs and expectation of active transportation in their 

communities. 
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3 Chapter 3 Theoretical Framework 
3.1 Introduction  

This chapter discusses the theoretical framework of this research, including the 

perspective of social-spatial dialectic and the theory of ‘The Production of Space’. Four 

parts of content will be included. First, the proposing and development of spatial-social 

dialectic will be reviewed to verify the generally accepted internal relations between space 

and social processes. Second, the theory of production of space which is chosen to guide 

the research will be expounded. In the third part the application of the theory of the 

production of space in empirical studies will be reviewed and finally, the connection 

between this theory and the research will be discussed. 

 

3.2 The Socio-Spatial Dialectic perspective  

The term of ‘socio-spatial dialectic’ was developed by Edward Soja (1989) on the basis 

of Henri Lefebvre’s work on spatial problematic (1968), which understood space as 

mobile, unfixed, dynamic and a result of a continuing interaction between society, space 

and the individual. Focusing on the ‘processes’, this perspective explores how people 

modify the spaces they live in and how they are modified by them in turn from a dialectical 

ontology. ‘Dialectics’ is a statement about what the world is and also a method of 

organizing this world for the purpose of study and presentation (Ollman, 1990). Its origins 

stem from the ancient Greek classicists such as Democritus, Plato and Heraclitus, before 

passing through to Hegel and Marx (Merrifield, 1993). For most dialecticians, dynamism 

is fundamental to all matter and reality. Apparent stability can itself be shown to be a 
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peculiar manifestation of change. In order to perceive change, dialectics emphasize 

process, movement, flow, relations and, more particularly, contradiction. Contradiction 

has often been singled out as the principal feature of dialectics (Kojeve, 1980; Lefebvre, 

1968). It may be understood as some kind of ‘incompatible development or movement of 

different elements within the whole whereby each element within a relationship 

simultaneously supports and undermines the other’ (Ollman, 1990). Therefore, all 

contradictions must be viewed relationally within an internally-related holistic framework 

(Ollman, 1990). Marx used the concept of ‘totality’ to describe this framework (1973:101).  

From this standpoint, 'each part is viewed as incorporating in what it is all its relations with 

other parts up to and including everything that comes into  the  whole' (Ollman, 1990:38). 

It is therefore not possible to understand different interrelated parts of a whole without 

understanding how the parts relate to each other within this whole.  

 

On the basis of this dialectic ontology, Marx explored the internal contradictions within 

capitalist society and developed a dialectical interpretation of the commodity. Marx 

recognized that, although commodities as material 'things' are produced through a labour 

process that involves specific social relations, the money form of things tends to mask the 

underlying social processes once these commodities enter daily life via the market. Marx 

(1967: 71-83) terms  this obfuscation the 'fetishism of commodities' and claimed that at 

and after market exchange, it is impossible to fully apprehend  anything about the social 

relations, activities or struggles of private labour in  the 'hidden abode of production' (Marx, 
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1967:176). Marx argues that commodities, like other phenomena, are processes which 

appear in the form of things. (Merrifield, 1993)  However, he failed to further explore how 

this process was represented in space and what these ‘social relations, activities or 

struggles of private labour’ mean in terms of everyday life. Harvey criticized Marx in that 

he ‘fails to build a systematic and obvious geographical and spatial perspective and thus 

ruins his political view and theories’ (2003:45). As an inheritance of Marxist theory, Henri 

Lefebvre’s theory fulfilled the absence of space in Marxist argument and did an effective 

spatialized representation of Marx’s concept of ‘fetishism’ (Merrifield, 1993: 520) by 

stating that: 

 

The ideologically dominant tendency divides space up into parts and parcels in 

accordance with the division of labour. It bases its image of the forces occupying space 

on the idea that space is a passive receptacle. Thus, instead of uncovering the social 

relationship (including class relationships) that are  latent in spaces instead  of 

concentrating  our attention  on the production  of space  and the  social  relationships 

inherent to it -  relationships  which  introduce  specific  contradictions  into production,  

so echoing the contradiction between the private ownership of the means of production 

and the social  character of the productive forces - we fall into the trap of treating space 

as space 'in  itself', as  space as such. We come to think in terms of spatiality, and so 

fetishise space in a way reminiscent of the old fetishism of commodities, where the trap 
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lay in exchange, and the error was to consider  'things'  in  isolation,  as  'things  in 

themselves'  (1991:90). 

 

Lefebvre’s refusal to ‘treating space as space itself’ led him to further explore the internal 

relationship between space and society. Soja grasped his fundamental argument and 

further developed it into the perspective of ‘socio-spatial dialectic’: ‘social and spatial 

relations are dialectically inter-reactive, interdependent; social relations of production are 

both space-forming and space-contingent’ (Soja, 1980:208).  This means that space is 

not just affected by social process, but also has influence on social relations. Lefebvre 

further argues that the socio-spatial dialectic has made space ‘pivotal’ in the  formations  

of  social  processes  and  the  effective  functioning  of  the capitalist  system.  In fact,  

 

Space is becoming the principal stake of goal-oriented actions and struggles.  It has of 

course always been the reservoir of resources, and the medium in which strategies are 

applied, but it has now become something more than the theatre, the disinterested stage 

or setting, of action. [Space] can no longe  be  looked  upon  as  an  ‘essence,’   as  an  

object  distinct  from  the  point  of [or  as  compared with]  ‘subjects,’ as  answering  to a  

logic  of  its own.(Lefebvre, 1991:410-411) 
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Lefebvre’s dialectic has found some strong supporters among geographers (Soja & 

Gregory, 1995; Leary-Owhin, 2015), and his notion that ‘space is socially produced’ 

rapidly became a truism in critical geographical inquiry of the 1980s and 1990s (Unwin, 

1993). According to Soja, Lefebvre’s social-spatial dialectic demands  ‘a fundamental 

change  in the ways  in which we  think about  space, time and being; about geography, 

history, and society; about the production of space, the making of history, and the 

constitution of social relations and practical consciousness’ (Soja, 1989:51). The socio-

spatial dialectic also allows latter scholars to integrate human consciousness with social 

processes, which again permits a new point of entry to the thorny issue of human agency 

versus structure (Sletto, 2002). By providing ‘a framework that can be used to relate the 

sense of place encountered in cultural landscape studies to the political economy’ 

(Hayden, 1997: 12), Lefebvre presents an opening to a more dynamic view of spatial 

relationships.  

 

David Harvey’s discussions about urban spatial justice are inspired by Lefebvre to some 

extent: in Social Justice and the City (1973) Harvey had already showed his concern with 

the dialectic relationship between capitalism's geography and its social organization in 

terms of how capitalism functions as a social system to shape the economic landscapes 

produced under it, whilst the form which landscapes take shapes the possibility for 

accumulation. Later, inspired by Lefebvre’s thoughts, he made further exploration to 

spatialize Marxian theory by arguing that capitalism annihilates space to ensure its own 
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reproduction. Accumulation can only occur, for example, if capitalists can access raw 

materials, labour, and markets, all of which requires a certain spatial configuration of the 

economic landscape (what Harvey has called a spatial fix). In The Condition of 

Postmodernity (1989) Harvey rethinks the three dimensions of space characterized by 

Lefebvre and proposed four aspects to spatial practice ‘drawn from more conventional 

understandings’: accessibility and distance speak to the role of the ‘friction of distance’ in 

human affairs; the appropriation of space; the domination of space and the production of 

space.  

 

Harvey further argues that command over space is a fundamental and an all-pervasive 

source of social power because the ability to influence the production of space is an 

important means to augment social power. In material terms, who can affect the spatial 

distribution of investment and transport and communications, in physical and social 

infrastructures or the territorial distribution of administrative, political and economic 

powers can often reap material rewards and this process is exactly the crux of capital 

accumulation. Therefore, spatial command becomes a critical topic for class struggles 

especially within postmodern period when spatial compression in urban lives is extremely 

distinct and capitalists pursue money and distribute social power according to urban 

planning. Spatial practices in any society are full of delicacy and intricacy, therefore 

any planning aiming at changing society should grasp the concept of space and 

spatial practice (Harvey, 1989).  
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At a broader level, the urban area cannot be understood as a simple agglomeration of 

people and things in space - it has its own spatial practice, making its own. If every society 

produces its own space, any ‘social existence’ aspiring to be or declaring itself to be real, 

but not producing its own space, would be a strange entity, a very peculiar abstraction 

incapable of escaping the ideological or even cultural spheres. Based on this argument, 

Lefebvre criticized Soviet urban planners, on the basis that they failed to produce a 

socialist space, having just reproduced the modernist model of urban design 

(interventions on physical space, which were insufficient to grasp social space) and 

applied it onto that context: 

 

‘Change life! Change Society! These ideas lose completely their meaning without 

producing an appropriate space. A lesson to be learned from soviet constructivists from 

the 1920s and 30s, and of their failure, is that new social relations demand a new space, 

and vice-versa.’(Lefebvre, 1991:33) 

 

 

3.3 The Production of Space and Spatial Triad 

With the social-spatial dialectic perspective, Lefebvre claims to inspect the urban spatial 

process under the capitalist mode of production and to connect the analysis of urban 

space with capitalist social processes such as the circuit, accumulation and crisis of 
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capital. On this basis, he raised the initial proposition that ‘(social) space is a (social) 

product’ (Lefebvre, 1991/1974). The fundamental view of this research is that space is 

a social product, which is constructed by purposive social practices and reflects the 

operation of social relations. In Lefebvre’s opinion, the spatial pattern is actually shaped 

by urban social relations, economic structure and the political rivalries among different 

groups and therefore social space contains specific representation of the interaction 

between the social relations of production and reproduction (1991). 

 

Lefebvre's explorations in The Production of Space (1991/1974) are the culmination of a 

life-long intellectual project in which he sought to understand the role of space, the nature 

of the urban and the importance of everyday life in the perpetuation and expanded 

reproduction of the capitalist mode of production. In The Survival of Capitalism (1976) 

Lefebvre had earlier made explicit that capitalism was indeed a deeply geographical 

project: what has happened is that capitalism has found itself able to attenuate (if not 

resolve) its internal contradictions for a century, and consequently, in the hundred years 

since the writing of Capital, it has succeeded in achieving 'growth'.  ‘We cannot calculate 

at what price, but we know the means:  by occupying space, by producing a space’ 

(1976:21). But it wasn't until the following year with the publication of the The Production 

of Space (Lefebvre, 1991/1974) that Lefebvre pursued more directly the idea of 

‘producing space’. In this book Lefebvre argues that space is a ‘social product’, or a 

complex social construction based on values, and the social production of meanings 
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rather than a mere ‘container’ or ‘platform’ of all kinds of social relations. It is constructed 

by purposive social practices and reacts on these spatial practices and perceptions. 

Therefore every society - and therefore every mode of production - produces a certain 

space, its own space (1991:40). Lefebvre criticised the existing urban theories and 

practices as an ‘ideology’ and claimed that  planning as ‘impure science’ since it can only 

bring about specific technical interventions (Min 2007:77). 

 

Aiming  to  ‘expose  the  actual  production  of  space  by  bringing  the various  kinds  of  

space  and  the  modalities  of  their  genesis  together  within  a  single theory’(Lefebvre, 

1991:410-411),  Lefebvre further contends that there are different levels of space, from 

very crude, natural space (absolute space) to more complex space whose significance is 

socially produced (social space). On the basis of these arguments, Lefebvre concluded 

that the societal production of space has a dialectical interaction between three factors, 

or a spatial triad. Specifically, space is constituted by: 

 

The Representation of Space: it refers to conceived space, the discursively constructed 

space of professionals and technocrats such as planners, engineers, developers, 

architects, urbanists, geographers and those of a scientific bent. This space comprises 

the various arcane signs, jargon, codifications, objectified representations (such as maps, 

models, blueprints and policies) used and produced by these agents. According to 

Lefebvre, it is always a conceived and abstract space since it subsumes ideology and 
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knowledge within its practice. It is the dominant space in any society and is 'tied to the 

relations of production and to the ‘order’ which those relations impose, and hence to 

knowledge, to signs, to codes, and to ‘frontal’ relations' (Lefebvre, 1991:33). Because it 

is effectively the space of capital, conceived space has a 'substantial role and a specific 

influence in the production of space' (Lefebvre, 1991:42) and finds its 'objective 

expression' in monuments, towers, factories and in the 'bureaucratic and political 

authoritarianism immanent to a repressive space' (Lefebvre, 1991:49). 

 

Representational Space: it is the space of everyday life. It is space experienced through 

the complex symbols and images of its 'inhabitants' and 'users'.  This space 'overlays 

physical space, making symbolic use of its objects' (Lefebvre, 1991:39) which may be 

linked to some underground,  clandestine  side of  social life. Lived representational space 

has no need to obey rules of consistency or cohesiveness because it is, as Lefebvre says, 

alive: it speaks.  It has an affective kernel or centre:  Ego, bed, bedroom, dwelling, house; 

or: square, church, graveyard (Lefebvre, 1991: 42).  It embraces the loci of passion, of 

action and of lived situations, and thus immediately implies time. Consequently it may be 

qualified in various ways:  it may be directional, situational or relational, because it is 

essentially qualitative, fluid and dynamic. Equally, it is an elusive space which the 

imagination must seek to change and appropriate. Lived space, therefore, is the 

dominated, passively experienced space that the conceived, ordered, hegemonic space 

will intervene in, codify, rationalize and ultimately attempt to usurp. Architects, planners, 

developers and the like are, of course, all active in this very pursuit. 
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Spatial practice: they are the practices that 'secrete' society's space. For Lefebvre the 

spatial practices of any society are revealed by 'deciphering' its space (Lefebvre, 

1991:38). Spatial practices, however, have close affinities to perceived space. In other 

words, people's perceptions condition their daily reality with respect to the usage of space: 

for example, their routes, networks, patterns of interaction that link places set aside for 

work, play and leisure. These practices result from a perceived space, a space, for 

example, that embraces both production and reproduction. Spatial practices structure 

daily life and a broader urban reality and, in so doing, ensure societal cohesion, continuity 

and a specific spatial competence (Lefebvre, 1991:33). 
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Figure 3.1 Lefebvre’s Spatial Triad 

 

3.4 Application of spatial triad 

The spatial production theory has been widely used to unveil the social interactions within 

various planned spaces. For example, Park (2007) applied the spatial triad  on analyzing 

the social meaning of library and clarified the meaning of each moment of this triad: he 

claims that the library on one hand is a mental space conceived through spatial planning 

delineated by people in power such as architects and planners, library policies, federal, 

state, and local government policies, and discourses between various stakeholder 

groups. On the other hand, it is also a lived space which provides social communication 

and allowing for creation of relationships in community and is accomplished by 
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participation of users including actual and potential users. Finally, the spatial practices 

within a library context include daily routines within the library field and these spatial 

practices include individual actions as well as interaction between others. Eizenburg 

(2008) carried out an empirical research in New York City within Lefebvre’s framework 

and tried to unearth the practices and processes of spatial production of community 

gardens. He also understood and analyzed the community gardens within three 

dimensions: the first dimension unpacks the power relations of production of the space of 

community gardens, the second dimension analyzes the space of community gardens as 

a differential space that takes the concrete form of the (modern) commons, the third 

dimension supplements the analysis of urban political economy with an interdisciplinary 

analysis of political practices. By analyzing the community garden in these three 

dimensions, a suggestion was proposed that new urban subjects should be constantly 

engaged with the production of space and in turn politicized. Other examples of using 

Lefebvre’s theory as a framework to reveal the essence and meaning of space include: 

Frehse (2008) applied Lefebvre’s theory to examine the everyday uses of public streets 

and squares of contemporary downtown of Sao Paulo to characterise social life in public 

space; Jalowiecki (2008) looked into Warsaw’s public space and analyzed how it was 

privatized and fragmented by stakeholders and finally ‘evaporated’ in the process of 

commercialization and globalization. Sastrosasmito’s (2009)  research on Parangtritis 

Settlements of Yogyakarta in Indonesia integrated local religious traditions to expound 

how Parangtritis was treated as an ‘unseen kingdom from which can get spiritual power’ 

in local people’ minds.  
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The spatial production theory has also inspired many creative research methods that 

explore how spatial users perceive the physical environment and attach specific meaning 

to it. Sletto (2002) for instance, drew on the work of post-structural political ecologists 

together with Lefebvre’s theory and adopted ethnographic mapping which can reflect local 

people’s life experiences to uncover local conceptualizations of the ‘representational 

space’. Goonewardena (2005) argued that Jameson’s path-breaking conception of 

cognitive mapping stands to benefit immensely from Lefebvre’s work on urban and 

everyday life and in his research on Los Angeles’s urban space (2008) he adopted visual 

materials drawn from ethnographic research to look for the relation between image and 

reality of social life. Phuong (2008) used an interesting Chinese traditional method – the 

‘Phong Thuy’ (风水) approach, meaning ‘wind and water’ to interpret the spirit of place 

and its connection with local culture and people. Aguilera (2008) adopted the ‘cognitive 

map’ as an approach to reflect the contradictions, conflicts and ambiguities in the urban 

space to disclose what appears to be random in the contemporary planning making 

process. Vogelpohl (2008) used the ‘rhythm-analytical’ method to analyze the everyday 

life in the cities of Hamburg and New York. The methods introduced above, although 

applied within different social contexts, all aim to operationalize Lefebvre’s abstract 

thoughts and concepts within practical social reality. 

In social science, the spatial production theory is popular in examining the invisible 

aspects of spatial process such as the social relations, power and knowledge. For 
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example, Chari (2008) used Lefebvre to understand the relation of urban planning, 

habitation, sentiment and the remains of urban revolt through two neighborhoods in 

Durban, South Africa. In particular, he adopted Lefebvre’s spatial triad to question the 

spatial means through which people have sought to bridge diverse constituencies and 

tactics in daily life, and in activism. Charnock (2008) focused empirically on the neoliberal 

urbanism in Barcelona to explore the competitiveness strategies of key planning and 

policy agencies and to demonstrate the extent to which they are reflective of the content 

of actual policy design efforts involving close harmonization between organizations. In 

Phuong’s research on Ha Noi (2008), the history of Ha Noi’s architecture history was 

reviewed to look at the interaction between local culture and Hanoi’s layered architecture. 

Soja (1996 & 2008) promoted Lefebvre’s arguments on struggles over spatial injustice in 

his empirical research in Los Angeles and discussed the ‘regional rights to the city’. 

 

3.5 Apply Spatial Triad in community-based active transportation 
research 

Walking, running, cycling and other active transportation choices are the most common 

and natural processes in which citizens interact with the built neighborhood environment 

in their everyday lives. Although active transportation is a new realm of spatial production 

theory-inspired study, it has great potentialities to offer valuable stories from a bottom-up 

perspective: how residents perceive the walking/cycling/other spaces (with their lived 

experiences and cultural background), how they actually make use of these spaces, and 

to what extent the community spatial planning and design matches/mis-matches with 
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these perceptions and habits. Specifically, in this research, the spatial triad framework 

provides a dialectic conceptual framework to understand the relationship between 

immigrants’ perception of the active transportation spaces in the community 

(representational space), their actual everyday active transportation activities (spatial 

practice) and the planned/designed physical active transportation spaces and facilities in 

the community (representation of space). By treating these three aspects as an 

interrelated integrity, this framework inspires community planners, urban designers and 

policy makers to pay more attention to active transportation infrastructure users’ everyday 

practices and explore how these users produce their social space with their specific 

spatial perceptions and daily routines, which are neglected in the planning making 

process (Pestieau and Wallace, 2003). This ontology also encourages researchers to 

look beyond the active transportation activities themselves and to further explore the 

social and cultural meanings of them, which are widely advocated by urban researchers 

(Lee & Sener & Jones, 2017; Whitcomb, Dang & Garibay, 2016). By doing this, planners, 

designers and policy makers’ decisions on physical environment can better resonate with 

citizens’ social and cultural needs and expectations. 

The spatial triad is interpreted as following in this research:  

• Representation of space: means the rational, intellectual conceptions of the 

neighborhood active transportation space for planning and administrative 

purposes. It can be reflected in the aim and rules of all levels of planning schemes. 
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In this research, it refers to the  ‘community reality’ with planned active 

transportation  infrastructures and destinations. 

 

• Space of Representation: means the emotional interpretation of neighborhood 

active transportation space imbued with cultural meaning and can reflect personal 

life experiences. In this research, it refers to the ‘expected’ and ‘ideal’ active 

transportation system in the Chinese immigrants’ vision and imagination. 

 
 

• The spatial practice: means physical environment of the neighborhoods and its 

usage. Here I focus on local residents’ daily usage of neighborhood active 

transportation infrastructures such as community parks, paved sidewalks, bike 

lanes, public trails, retail plazas etc. Interview and observation will be adopted to 

explore to what extent local residents’ daily active transportation activities match/ 

mismatch with the planned community reality. 

As Lefebvre stressed, the three elements of space always interact in dialectical tension 

(1991:37). It is the continuous interactions between the three elements of space that 

together keep producing new spatial patterns (1991). This research aims at exploring  the 

interactions between these three elements in terms of : 
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(1) the gap between the Representation of space (how active transportation system is 

planned and designed) and spatial representation (what is an ideal active transportation 

system)  

 (2) the hidden connection between the Chinese immigrants’ spatial practices (daily active 

transportation practices) and representational space (the ideal active transportation 

system), and 

(3) the attempts that Chinese immigrants make to reshape the Representation of space 

(how AT system is planned and designed) according to their spatial practices (daily active 

transportation practices) 
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4 Chapter 4 Methodology 
 

4.1  Introduction  

This chapter discusses the methodology of this research. It starts from explaining the link 

between the research questions and the theoretical framework. The qualitative 

methodology and case study approach will then be justified. The last part further 

introduced how semi-structured interviews and observations are used in this research. 

 

4.2 Research questions 

Drawing on the social-spatial dialectic perspective, this research views the community 

spaces as platforms as well as products of social interactions between immigrant groups. 

Physical space is given social meanings by immigrants in their everyday walking, biking 

and other active transportation experiences, based on their previous living experiences 

and cultural background.  The planned active transportation system space can be 

accepted and integrated by immigrants when it meets their imbedded social and cultural 

expectations, or it can be ignored and abandoned if it fails to do so. The following research 

questions are raised to explore this process of spatial production: 

(1) What are the gaps between the planned community Active Transportation system and 

immigrant residents’ daily active transportation activity choice? 

This question explores the mismatch of conceived space and spatial practices. It can be 

addressed by the following subsidiary questions: 
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• To what extent are the community active transportation planning schemes and 

infrastructures known and effectively used by immigrant residents? 

• How do the immigrant residents evaluate the active transportation infrastructures in 

their neighborhood? 

• What are the incentives and barriers for immigrants to take active transportation in their 

everyday lives? 

 (2) What are the connections between the immigrants’ active transportation activity 

choice and their previous living experiences before coming to Canada? 

This question aims to reveal the cultural meaning of immigrants’ spatial practice, or the 

representational space. Detailed exploration includes: 

• Compare the purpose, range, length, physical environment and other factor of active 

transportation activities back home and in Canada: what makes immigrants feel 

satisfied and unsatisfied about the active transportation experiences in Canada? 

• Where are the most popular destinations and activities in immigrants’ daily active 

transportation experiences and how do these choices reflect their cultural and social 

needs? 

• What efforts have immigrants made to inherit their active transportation habits in 

Canada and what social space have they created? 
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(3) How can community design and planning better meet immigrant residents’ cultural 

and social needs of active transportation and contribute to the production of more 

inclusive social space? 

This question aims to build the bridge between the representation of space (how AT 

system is planned and designed) and the representational space (the cultural and social 

meaning of AT system), which can hopefully contribute to better active transportation 

policies, plans and design. Two subsidiary questions are addressed: 

• How can community planning provide a more culturally tolerant platform for immigrants 

to take active transportation? 

• How can the community infrastructures be better designed to encourage immigrants to 

create more culturally inclusive social space during their active transportation activities? 

 

4.3 Methodological Approach 

This research adopts a number of qualitative approaches to a number of selected case 

studies. Conclusions are drawn on the basis of the stories of immigrant residents: their 

experiences, their feeling and their behaviors from a bottom-up perspective. Therefore, 

this is a people-focused research. The ability of qualitative approaches to capture 

people’s perceptions and experiences make them well-suited to the research objectives, 

especially in terms of exploring the residents’ stories in daily life. Being differentiated from 

quantitative approaches which focus on numbers and official statistics, qualitative 
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research is concerned with individuals’ own accounts of their attitudes, motivations and 

behaviors, meaning that it is richly descriptive and illuminates motivations connecting 

attitudes and behavior (Hakim, 1987). The value of qualitative research is that people’s 

own definition of a situation is an important element of any social process (Ibid: 26). In 

this perception, qualitative methods are definitely applicable to this in-depth and detailed 

people-focused research. However, it does not mean that the limitations of qualitative 

methods can be omitted. Qualitative methods are often criticized for lacking rigor 

(Barbour, 2000), excessive idealism, subjectivism or they are difficult to generalize 

(Reynold, 1993).  As Hall (1995: 398) argued that ‘the limitation of qualitative analysis 

derives, in part, from the consequence of the domain assumptions and conceptual 

framework of theoretical perspectives brought to research problems’. Therefore, from the 

design stage of this research, these limitations should be considered. The interview 

questions addressed for people should not be biased or result-oriented. The process of 

collecting and analyzing data should also not be affected by the hypothesis and 

assumptions. In terms of generalization, 8 to 10 neighborhoods in GTHA area will be 

chosen as representative cases. They cannot represent the active transportation 

experiences of all immigrant groups in all types of neighborhood. It is neither the intention 

of this research to emphasize the different active transportation needs among different 

immigrant groups (which is a great future research area). Rather, this research focuses 

on reflecting the process of spatial production by immigrants, how their previous living 

experiences and cultural background influence their active transpiration behavior and 

expectation in Canada (or not); how they perceive the planned space in their own ways; 
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and how they create or participate in the creation of social space in their everyday spatial 

practices (or not). From this perspective, the possibility of generalization is not embodied 

in the number of cases but in the representativeness of the social process behind the 

cases. 

 

‘A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within 

its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 

are not clearly evident’  (Yin, 1994, 23). The main purpose of the case study framework 

is to facilitate the understanding of complex social phenomena, by allowing the researcher 

to ‘retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events’ (Yin, 2003:2). A 

case study can provide the researcher with first-hand resources by direct interview and 

observation. Although this approach is criticized by some scholars as lacking rigor and 

failing for following systematic procedures (Ibid), these critiques, to some extent, depend 

on the nature of the research and the way it is carried out. As the nature of this research 

is looking into the interaction between people and space, it is essential to focus on the 

‘real-life events’, which can only be unveiled by doing case study. Case study is essential 

to this research as it provides a good platform to link interview data with the physical 

context, which helps the researcher critically evaluate the active transportation plan and 

design. The case study is based on an intensive period of research in which interviews, 

observation, participatory mapping and other research methods.  
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Four case study neighborhoods are selected in this research to represent four different 

types of community, including Grange Park (urban high-density community), Swansea 

(urban low-density community), Bayview Village (suburban high-density community) and 

Langstaff (suburban low-density community) (Table 4.1). Grange Park, Swansea and 

Bayview Village are located in the City of Toronto and Langstaff is located in York Region 

(Map 4.1). The differentiation of ‘urban community’ and ‘suburban community’ is based 

several standards which are commonly used in census, including whether the 

neighborhood is commonly known as a part of Toronto’s inner city (or urban core) and its 

distance to the city Centre area (Turcotte, 2008). In this research, Grange park and 

Swansea are classified as ‘urban communities’ as they are both located within Toronto 

City’s administrative jurisdiction and within a comparatively short distance (10 km) from 

Toronto’s city center. Langstaff is classified as a suburban community as it is located 

within the Greater Toronto Area (Richmond Hill) and is commonly described as a 

‘suburban Chinese hub’ by the interviewees. Bayview village is also classified as a 

suburban community as although it is located within Toronto City’s administrative 

jurisdiction, it is comparatively far from the city center (about 20 km) and is described as 

a ‘suburban community’ by most of the interviewees. The rationale of dividing 

communities by their location and density is that these two factors are likely to influence 

their accessibility to public transportation, the amount of amenities within walking/biking 

distance and the availability of active transportation infrastructures. These factors are 

further expected to influence residents’ active transportation choice and behavior. 

Different approaches  
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Table 4.1 Selected case study neighborhoods and represented community type 

 Urban Suburban 

High Density Grange park Bayview Village 

Low Density Swansea Langstaff 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Case Study Neighborhoods 

 

The case study neighborhoods are selected under three criteria to exclude variables that 

might influence the data collection and result. First, there has to be a good population 

base of Chinese immigrants to allow the research to capture interview participants. To 
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achieve this, all selected case study neighborhoods have Chinese (including Cantonese 

and Mandarin) as one of their top three languages in the neighborhood profile 

(neighborhood profile, City of Toronto). Second, there must be at least one ‘popular active 

transportation destination’ in the neighborhood to allow the researcher to carry out on-

site observation. In this research, it is assumed that community park is a popular 

walking/biking destination for the majority of residents therefore only neighborhoods with 

a community park are selected. Third, as active transportation is often just one part of 

people’s journey to work in Greater Toronto Area, only neighborhoods having connection 

with at least one public transportation route (bus, train, subway) are selected in order to 

capture people who choose active transportation as a commuting approach. As stated in 

Chapter 2, both Toronto and York region have active transportation planning master 

plans, which map out the cycling network at a city/regional level and there is no 

community-level active transportation planning for any of the selected neighborhood. 

 

4.4 Research Methods 

In previous applications of Lefebvre’s spatial triad, there were some successful attempts 

(Sletto, 2002; Goonewardena, 2005; Phuong, 2008; Aguilera 2008; Vogelpohl, 2008; 

Leary, 2009) to use specific methods to contextualize each one of the three aspects. In 

this research, semi-structured interviews and observation are adopted to explore the 

research questions. 

• Semi-structured Interview 
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Semi-structured interview is a ‘form of interviewing has some degree of predetermined 

order but still ensures flexibility in the way issues are addressed by the informant (Dunn, 

2000:52)’. This method could enable comparatively long-lasting conversations and in-

depth exploration on several predetermined questions. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with 27 Chinese residents from the four case study neighborhoods between 

20 January and 25 March, 2020 in face-to-face conversations or phone talks. The 

interviews were conducted in either Mandarin or English, as preferred by the 

interviewees. The inclusion criteria of the research are: 

1. The interviewees must describe themselves as in the ethnical group of Chinese 

2. The interviewees must be immigrants who have living experiences in China 

3. The interviewees could be regular long-term visitors who spend more than 3 month 

in Canada every year  

Before the interviews, a number of pre-test questions were asked to make sure the 

participants are qualified for the interviews. First, the participants must live in the chosen 

neighborhoods as tenants or landowners. Second, the participants must have living 

experiences in both China and Canada to be able to compare the active transportation 

choice. As stated in chapter 4, this research targets both the Chinese permanent 

residents and citizens and those family members who regularly visit Canada and usually 

stay more than 3 month for their visit (such as grandparents and dependents). Nine open-

ended questions (Appendix 1) were followed to explore the participants’ active 

transportation choices and expectations from the following three aspects: 
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• Section A: Their current daily active transportation activity choices, including the 

frequency, time of day, length in time, destination, infrastructure to use, reason of 

choosing active transportation, incentives and barriers of taking active 

transportation and other available transportation choices. 

• Section B: Comparison between their active transportation choices in China and 

in Canada in terms of the infrastructure, community environment, culture, limitation 

and overall evaluation on the pros and cons of the active transportation choices in 

Canada 

• Section C: Their expectation on active transportation infrastructures and 

community planning/design about active transportation in Canada.  

The participants’ demographic information including their age, gender, length of living 

experience in Canada and China and their family structure was collected at the end of the 

interviews. The interviews usually lasted 20 to 30 minutes and were recorded by writing 

notes. Additional follow-up questions were asked when necessary to further clarify the 

interviewees’ answers. Participants were recruited under the following Guideline: 

•To engage immigrants with an inclusive attitude and conduct as little intervention to 

participants’ lives as possible 

•To recognize the diversity of immigrant groups (gender, age, ethnic, purpose of 

walking/cycling) and consider it with the participant representativeness 

•To reduce the barrier of participation by using barrier-sensitive approaches such as 

nonverbal engagement. 
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• Observation 

Observation is important in this research as it allows the researcher to make direct 

observations on people’s active transportation behaviors which cannot be totally 

expressed by language and memory. The observations were carried out during August 

and September 2019 and the observation time for all parks was between 9 am to 10 am 

and between 7 pm to 8 pm to capture both morning and evening park users.The time and 

location of observation were chosen after several pre-observations in each neighborhood 

in order to identify when the Chinese residents tend to go out for walking and cycling and 

where they linger most.  Five community parks were selected for observation, including 

Grange park (in Grange Park), Rennie park (in Swansea), Hawksbury park (in Bayview 

Village) and Russell Farm park and Dr. James Langstaff park (in Langstaff). Two parks 

were chosen in Langstaff as those parks were close to each other and demonstrated 

different active transportation patterns. The users’ age group, activities and popular 

infrastructures were recorded to unveil the visitors’ interaction with the physical 

environment. The socializing behaviors of residents were also recorded to further explore 

the social meaning of the physical environment for them.  

• Positionality of the Researcher  
No research is detached from the researcher’s beliefs, values systems, and moral 

stances. My identity as a Chinese immigrant has inevitably affected the research process, 
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including the data collecting, recording, transcribing and analysis, and this identity has 

brought both advantages and disadvantages to this project. The positive side is that I had 

the luxury to communicate with most interviewees in their mother language and our 

mutual cultural background made it comparatively easy for me to catch the implicit 

meaning of their languages and social behaviors. It is also a natural process for me to 

carry out in-depth conversation with them about their feelings and the topics which might 

be difficult for non-Chinese researchers to touch. The negative side is that as an ‘insider’ 

of the Chinese immigrant group, I have a lot of experiences with the research topic myself 

and I might unconsciously apply my values and opinions in the data collecting and 

analysis process and made the research result objective. The assumption I brought into 

the research was that the there were many social and cultural meanings imbedded in the 

Chinese immigrants’ active transportation practices. I have made my best effort to 

consciously acknowledge and examine this assumption in the process of this research to 

be reflexive and provide effective and impartial analysis. 
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Chapter 5: Chinese Immigrants’ Active Transportation 
Patterns  

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the data collected from interviews and observations and provides 

an overview on Chinese immigrants’ active transportation patterns in four case study 

neighborhoods, which represent different types of community (Urban High-density, Urban 

Low-density, Suburban High-density and Suburban Low-density). It starts by introducing 

the selected neighborhoods’ active transportation resources, including existing facilities 

and neighborhood-level destinations. The following section firstly provides an overview 

on the interview results, including interviewees’ active transportation choices divided by 

age group, gender, family structure, length of living experience in Canada, and 

neighborhood type. The third part of this chapter further depicts residents’ active 

transportation behaviors in each case study neighborhood, based on observation at 

chosen community active transportation destinations. This chapter ends by a conclusion 

on the Chinese immigrants’ overall active transportation patterns in different 

neighborhood types. 

 

5.2 Active Transportation System in Case Study Neighborhoods 

5.2.1 Grange Park  
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Grange park is a high-density neighborhood located in downtown Toronto. The 

neighborhood boundary is between College Street to the north, Queen Street to the south, 

Spadina Avenue to the west and University Avenue to the east (Picture 5.1). The most 

common home type in Grange Park is high-rise apartments and condominiums. Located 

close to Toronto’s China town, Grange park is known as an artistic hub and has been a 

popular neighborhood for Chinese immigrants, especially young people.  

 

Figure 5.1 Boundary of Grange Park 

 

Overall, Grange Park represents a ‘highly active transportation friendly’ neighborhood. It 

has very good accessibility to all sorts of living and entertainment amenities and public 

transportation and is described as ‘walker’s paradise’ on WalkScore (a neighborhood 
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walkability evaluation website) with the a 99 walk score, 100 public transit score and 99 

bike score (https://www.walkscore.com/score/grange-park-torornto). The grocery 

shopping destinations in Grange Park are all small-scale marts including St Patrick Mini 

mart, Luck Moose Food Mart, Hang Hing Hong (Chinese supermarket), Yong Xing 

(Chinese supermarket) and many convenient shops. Restaurants, cafes and bars are 

scattered along every street of this neighborhood and most of them are small in scale. 

Other amenities include libraries, museums, universities, shopping malls, community 

centres, churches and so on. Public transit options include more than 15 TTC bus, light 

rail routes and subway (line 1) routes. The main community park in this neighborhood is 

Grange Park which is located south of Dundas Street. The longest distance to the living 

amenities and public transit stops is 900 metres, or 11 minutes by walk and 3 minutes by 

bike. 

 

   

Picture 5.2-5.3 Sidewalks and Supermarkets in Grange Park 
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The active transportation infrastructures in Grange Park include sidewalks, bike sharing 

stations, biking lanes, bike parking racks along most streets and an off-leash dog area on 

the south part of Grange Park. Overall, walking infrastructure covers most parts of this 

neighborhood. The sidewalks on the neighborhoods’ main roads are wide (3-6 meters) 

and well paved, although usually very busy. All small lanes have continuous pavesd 

sidewalks on both sides. For bikers, biking lanes are only planned along Spadina Avenue, 

Beverley street and College Street. There are 8 bike sharing stations in this neighborhood 

scattered on the neighborhood main roads and bike parking racks are almost everywhere 

on these main roads. As the biking lanes end at Queen street and there is no east-west 

bound biking lanes, bikers going outside the neighborhood still need to share the busy 

main roads (especially Dundas Street and Queen Street) with car drivers.  

 

5.2.2  Swansea 

Swansea is an urban neighborhood located in west Toronto with a population of around 

11,000 (Toronto Community Profile, 2016). It has Bloor Street to the north, the 

Queensway to the south, south Kingsway to the west and High Park to the east as the 

natural boundary (picture 5.4). From the statistics, Swansea is often referred to as ‘high-

density’ area as high-rise apartments account for 62% of the neighborhood housing. 

However, as the high-rise buildings are mainly located along Bloor Street and the majority 

of the neighborhood’s ‘outback’ areas are single-detached properties, this neighborhood 

is chosen to represent the urban low-density neighborhood. Swansea is an old 
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neighborhood with many century-old properties and has been attracting increasing young 

Chinese couples in recent years because of its convenient location and advantageous 

natural environment. 

 

Picture 5.4 Boundary of Swansea 

Although located right between Toronto’s two main transit corridors (Bloor street and the 

Queensway) and many amenities, Swansea is categorized as a ‘car-dependent’ 

neighborhood by WalkScore, with a 63 walk score, a 87 public transit score and a 72 bike 

score (https://www.walkscore.com/CA-ON/Toronto/High_Park-Swansea). This is caused 

by the low-density layout of the neighborhood and residential-focused zoning policies. 

Commercial use is not allowed on most part of the neighborhood’s main roads, including 

South Kingsway, Morningside avenue and Windemere Avenue. Most of the grocery 

shopping destinations in Swansea are located along Bloor street, including both small-

scale food shops and convenience stores and large-scale supermarkets. There is no 
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Chinese supermarket in this neighborhood. As the neighborhood’s commercial corridor, 

Bloor Street hosts a wide range of living amenities, including restaurants, bars, Cafes, 

pharmacies and many small-scale retails, companies and service institutions. With the 

neighborhood’s size (1.7 km from north to south), it could take the residents up to 30 

minutes to walk to the living amenities on Bloor Street. Public transit options in Swansea 

include 5 bus routes, 3 light rail routes and subway (line 2). The neighborhood profile 

shows that 34 percent of the residents commute by car; 10 percent of them commute by 

public transit and 5 percent of them walk and bike to work (nexhome.ca). 

 

 

Picture 5.5 Small-scale Retail Stores on Bloor Street 
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The active transportation infrastructure in Swansea includes sidewalks, biking lanes, bike 

sharing stations and bike parking racks along Bloor Street, the Queensway and in High 

Park. This neighborhood is quite walkable with many small lanes connected to main 

roads, although there is no sidewalk on some dead-end small lanes. The community park 

runs along the Grenadier pond on the east of the neighborhood and is connected with 

High Park, which forms a 5 km walking/biking trail for the residents. Biking lanes are 

planned on both sides of the Queensway and South Kingsway and along the main roads 

in High Park. So bikers going both North-South bound and East-West bond have proper 

biking routes to take. The main flaw in active transportation planning in this neighborhood 

is that there is no biking lane along the busiest Bloor street, although there are 9 bike 

sharing stations and many bike parking racks along it. Biking on Bloor Street could be 

stressful, as this busy 4-lane road often has cars parking along the road and taking one 

lane, and bikers have to constantly change between the two lanes and share the only 

other lane with cars.  

  

Picture 5.6-5.7 Biking lane on Queensway and Kingsway in Swansea 
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5.2.3 Bayview Village 

Located between Highway 401, Finch avenue, Bayview Avenue and Leslie Street, 

Bayview Village is a suburban high-density neighborhood which has grown rapidly during 

the last 15 years. Similar to Swansea, this statistically ‘high-density’ neighborhood 

actually has the majority outback area as single-detached houses. It is however chosen 

as a case of suburban high-density community because it has a comparatively large 

number of high-rising buildings among the other suburban neighborhoods. Sheppard 

Avenue, Finch Avenue and Leslie Street have been intensively rezoned to allow high-rise 

apartments, office building and condominiums during the last decade and the same trend 

has been seen on Bayview Avenue in recent years too. As a young neighborhood, 

Bayview village has attracted a large Chinese immigrant group, especially young 

commuters because of its convenient accessibility to the North-South and East-West 

public transit corridor, Toronto’s highway corridors (404 and 401) and the Yonge Street 

commercial corridor. 
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Picture 5.8 the Boundary of Bayview Village 

 

Bayview Village is described as ‘somewhat walkable’ on WalkScore, which is an 

impressive comment for a suburban neighborhood as it has beaten many neighborhoods 

which are in closer proximity to Toronto Downtown. The walk score of Bayview Village is 

55, the transit score is 68 and the bike score is 63 (https://www.walkscore.com/CA-

ON/Toronto/Bayview_Village). It is noticeable that this score has considered all the 

residents in this large area and the accessibility to public transit for residents in high-rise 

housing should be better than those in low-rise housing.  
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Grocery shopping destinations in Bayview Village are limited. There is only one large-

scale retail shop (Loblaws), one Chinese supermarket (Sunny market) and a high-end 

food mart (Pusateri) in the Bayview Village shopping mall. Other amenities include a 

shopping mall, an IKEA, a Canadian tire and the North York General Hospital. All of these 

amenities are large in scale and are more than 4 km from the residents living at the other 

end of the neighborhood. There are also some small-scale clinics, offices and service 

retail at the Condos’ ground floor but restaurants are limited because of the zoning 

restriction. Eating and drinking options in Bayview Village are more limited than in 

Swansea and Grange Park: there are about 46 restaurants, bars and coffee shops in the 

neighborhood according to WalkScore (https://www.walkscore.com/CA-

ON/Toronto/Bayview_Village). Meanwhile, most restaurants are in the street-corner 

plazas along the main roads, which are obviously more friendly to car drivers than 

pedestrians and bikers. The public transit options in Bayview Village include 4 bus and 1 

subway line, not advantageous comparing to downtown neighborhoods but exceed most 

suburban neighborhoods. 
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Picture 5.9-5.10 Sidewalk in Bayview Village and Sheppard Avenue 

 

Compared to Grange Park and Swansea, Bayview Village has much more limited active 

transportation infrastructures. Narrow sidewalks are paved on both sides of the four main 

roads surrounding the neighborhood but many small neighborhood roads only have 

sidewalk on one side or there is no sidewalk. Crossing roads on the main intersection 

such as Leslie/Sheppard could be stressful for pedestrian as the roads are quite wide and 

there is no pedestrian island in the street. There is no biking lane or bike sharing station 

in the neighborhood and many bikers are found using the sidewalk as car speed on the 

main roads could be as fast as 70-80 km per hour. Online survey data shows that among 

the 4 case studies, Bayview Hill has the lowest proportion of residents who walk (2%) or 

bike (0%) to work. (https://nexthome.ca/homes-for-rent/on/richmond-hill/bayview-hill/) 

Meanwhile, although the active transportation infrastructures for commuters in Bayview 

Village are less than mature, it has a well-planned walking/biking trail route along the Don 

River, which runs across the neighborhood from north to south. This recreational route is 

not paved but friendly to pedestrian and bikers, with barrier-free parks and tree shades 

along the trail. This trail however, is only open in summer. 

 

5.2.4 Langstaff   
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Langstaff is a typical suburban low-density neighborhood in the City of Richmond Hill, 

York Region. It is bound by the 16th Avenue to the north, Highway 7 to the south, Yonge 

Street to the west and Bayview avenue to the east. The most common home types in 

Langstaff are semi-detached and detached houses and there are only a few high-rise 

condominiums along Yonge street. As a mature neighborhood along Richmond Hill’s fast 

transit corridor (Highway 7) and the Yonge Street commercial corridor, Langstaff has 

been popular to Chinese immigrants and Chinese is the largest non-English home 

language in this neighborhood. Many of the early Chinese residents here are Hong Kong 

immigrants while increasing young Chinese families are moving here in recent years 

because of its mature Chinese-friendly amenities and the fast-growing Chinese food and 

cultural hub along Highway 7. 

 

Picture 5.11 Boundary of Langstaff Community 
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Langstaff is classified as a ‘car-dependant’ neighborhood by WalkScore, with a 47 walk 

score, 57 transit score and 54 bike score (https://www.walkscore.com/score/28-ludford-

dr-richmond-hill-on-canada). On the map, living amenities in Langstaff are complete, with 

many choices of restaurants, grocery shops (Loblaws and Walmart), Chinese 

supermarket (Fairview), shopping malls (Hillcrest), government service institutions (York 

Region government and service Canada), clinics and a cluster of home/family product 

retail on the south end of the neighborhood. However, the classical neighborhood’s low-

density layout and exclusive zoning makes most of these facilities in an awkward walking 

distance: there is no small-scale retail within this 2 km-wide neighborhood and it takes 

about 20 minutes to walk to any grocery shop around the neighborhood, and another 10-

20 minutes to another shop. Most of the retail is scattered around the neighborhood, large 

in scale and obviously designed for car drivers, as pedestrians need to walk on driving 

routes as there is no proper sidewalk to walk into these shops.  
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Picture 5.12 Large-scale retails stores in Langstaff community 

The public transit option is in theory quite diverse for Langstaff residents, as it is the home 

to Richmond Hill’s main fast transit hub (The Go train station and VIVA terminal are 

located on the southwest corner of this neighborhood) and is close to the Yonge Street 

transit corridor. There are more than 10 bus routes traversing the neighborhood and the 

Go Train line connects Langstaff with downtown Toronto in 40 minutes. Nevertheless, 

only 8% of local residents commute via public transportation. It is not hard to explain this 

awkward reality once anyone attempts walking or cycling from the terminal into the 

neighborhood: the railway on the east of the public transportation terminal completely cuts 

this transportation hub from the neighborhood. Although there is a small interior footbridge 

across the railway, it is difficult for people to cross it with a bike. Once people leave the 

footbridge, they need to spend another 3-4 minutes walking across a large Home Depot 

parking lot, where there is no sidewalk or snow plough service in the winter. Furthermore, 
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it takes another 35-40 minutes to walk to the far end of this neighborhood, only if the road 

and weather condition is fare. 

The active transportation infrastructures in Langstaff includes sidewalks, bike lanes and 

limited bike parking racks near some retail shops and bus stops. Like in many other low-

density neighborhoods, paved sidewalks can be found on the main neighborhood roads 

but not necessarily on smaller roads or dead-end lanes. Biking lane is only planned on a 

part of Bantry road and is not continuous. Many people are therefore found biking on the 

sidewalks. 

 

Picture 5.13 Sidewalk in Langstaff 
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5.3 Interview results 

This part presents an overview on the interviewees’ active transportation choices, divided 

by age group, gender, family structure, and the length of living experience in Canada, and 

how their active transportation choices vary by the neighborhood type.  

 

5.3.1Different age groups’ active transportation patterns  

Participants are categorized into three groups according to their ages (30 years old and 

younger; 31 to 59 years old; 60 years and above) to explore whether participants in 

different age groups have different active transportation patterns. 

 

• 30 years old and younger 

Five interviewees are within this age group, four of whom are students who live alone or 

share an apartment with roommates in Grange Park and the other one is a young worker 

who lives with a pet in Langstaff. The group’s average Canadian living length is 

comparatively short (2.5 years).  

 

For all UHC participants in this age group, walking is a natural part of their daily journey 

to school and work which links them to the public transit system so they walk at least 25-

35 minutes daily in commuting.  The only participant in this group who does not live in 
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UHC neighborhood has totally different active transportation pattern from the others. As 

car driving is the only realistic way for her to travel to her work, she does not take active 

transportation for commuting. Her main daily practices are walking in the neighborhood 

and walking her dog to the community park. 

 

In general, this group participants’ active transportation destinations are much more 

diverse than the other two age groups. Apart from schools and companies, community 

parks, shopping malls, museums, art galleries, supermarkets and other recreational 

destinations are all mentioned. Community parks and supermarkets are the most visited 

destinations. One thing to notice is that when not considering the commuting-purposed 

walking/biking, this group’s active transportation frequency is very low (1.25 per week on 

average) and these young participants do not demonstrate strong needs to walk and bike 

in their neighborhoods for shopping, exercise and other purposes. The average active 

transportation length is between 25 minutes to 35 minutes.  

Table 5. 1 Active transportation pattern of the 30 years old and younger participants  

Priority 
transportation 
options 

Commuting Active 
transportation 
frequency  

Non-commuting 
active 
transportation 
frequency  

Length of 
active 
transportation 
per round trip 

Walk, public 
transportation 

4-5 times per week 0-1 times per week 25-35 minutes 
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• 31 to 59 years old 

This middle-age group covers 15 (56%) interviewees in this research and their average 

age is 37 years old. Compared to the younger group, participants in this group have much 

longer living experiences in Canada as most of them came to Canada as high school or 

university students. 87% of the participants in this group live with their families and half 

of them have children or pets. The housing option of this age group is more diverse than 

the younger group and demonstrates a preference over low-density and suburban 

communities, with four participants living in Bayview Village (SHC), six of them live in 

Langstaff (SLC), four of them live in Swansea (ULC) and only 1 lives in Grange Park 

(UHC). 

Active transportation is not a priority commuting option for most of the participants in this 

age group because public transportation options are limited for most of them. Among the 

three interviewees in this group who commute via public transportation, only one has 

 a direct public transportation connection to work and the others need to transfer between 

two public transit systems (York Region Transit and Toronto Transportation Commission). 

The average commuting-purposed walking time is one hour in a round trip. As all 

interviewees in this age group have at least one car in their families, car driving is the 

most common choice for them to do grocery shopping, visit friends and pick up their 

children. 
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Nevertheless, this group demonstrates a more active and routine walking pattern within 

their neighborhoods than the younger group. Community parks are the most popular 

destination (especially for the participants with children) and all interviewees express that 

they visit the community park at least once per week in summer. About half of the 

participants occasionally walk /bike to nearby supermarkets and other facilities when 

weather conditions are good and most of them would love to take active transportation 

more frequently if there are more small-scale retails and more diverse and fresh food 

choices within the neighborhoods. The average active transportation length is between 

10 minutes to 30 minutes. The parents spend comparatively more time on active 

transportation than people without children. 

 

Table 5. 2 Active transportation pattern of the 31-59 years old participants  

Priority 
transportation 
options 

Commuting 
Active 
transportation 
frequency  

Non-commuting 
active 
transportation 
frequency  

Length of active 
transportation 
per round trip 

Car driving 1-2 times per week 1-3 times per week 10-30 minutes 

 

• 60 years and above 

This age group has 7 interviewees and accounts for 26% of the interviewees. Participants 

in this age groups are either mature immigrants who have lived in Canada for over 20 
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years or visitors who regularly come to Canada every year to visit their families and 

babysit their grand children. All 7 interviewees live with their families. 5 of them live in 

Langstaff (SLC) and they all have grand children. The other two live in Bayview Village 

(SHC) with their daughters.  

 

Participants in this group are the most active and routine walkers and bikers among all 

participants, partly because of their strong needs to take daily exercise and also because 

many of them cannot drive in Canada.  Supermarkets and community parks are the most 

popular destinations for them and all participants express that they would walk to do 

grocery shopping every day when the weather condition is good. The grandparents also 

visit community parks quite frequently to play with their grandchildren, take exercise 

themselves and to socialize with their neighbors. Some of them even visit the community 

park several times per day in summer to take different group exercises –which are 

organized by the other Chinese neighbors—such as Tai Chi and group dancing.  In fact, 

even the cold weather in winter does not stop their active transportation routine in many 

occasions. The grocery shoppers still do their shopping every day once the weather 

allows. Most of them would still do some short walk around their homes and the 

community center becomes their main active transportation destination in winter. The 

average length of active transportation varies according to the weather condition and 

personal physical condition in general everyone in this age group would bike more than10 

minutes and walk more than 20 minutes per trip. 
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Although the participants in this age group are most keen on taking active transportation, 

they have the least active transportation options and destinations because of language 

barriers and limited physical strength. All participants express that they are worried about 

getting lost if walking/biking too far from home and although most of them thought about 

taking public transportation to explore the nearby parks and facilities, none of them ever 

did it alone as they could not read English.  

 

The participants in this group also demonstrated strong needs to socialize in their 

neighborhoods and this became a big incentive for them to actually do some walking and 

biking. Many participants expressed that they are just used to going to a specific park at 

the specific time of a day because they know who they will meet there and so they can 

hang out for a while.  Others says that if there were no other Chinese neighbors who 

organized group activities, they would never walk out of their homes. Visiting friends and 

neighbors is also a very important part of their life and they often gather at their neighbors’ 

homes to do some entertaining activities such as Ma Jiang and poker. 
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Table 5. 3 Active transportation pattern of the 60 years old and above participants  

Priority 
transportation 
options 

Commuting 
Active 
transportation  

Non-commuting 
active 
transportation  

Length of 
active 
transportation 
per round trip 

Walk, bike 0 time per week 5-10 times per week 10-60 inutes 

 

5.3.2 Different genders’ active transportation patterns  

There are 12 male participants and 15 female participants among the interviewees. 

Overall, the female participants are more active than males: they take active 

transportation 3.1 times every week on average while the male participants take it twice 

a week.  Their average length of trip is also longer than males (45 minutes for female and 

32 minutes for male). 

 

Adding some daily exercise is the main purpose for both male and female participants to 

take active transportation, followed by babysitting and dog walking, commuting, shopping 

and socializing. The female participants demonstrates very different active transportation 

patterns from the males as they are multi-purpose and experience-focused: they are more 

willing to do shopping, socialize or take different routes and they are fond of visiting 

different places in each trip;  they are also more sensitive to the infrastructures , weather, 

shade, temperature and the view of their trips. The males on the other hand, are more 
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single-purposed and destination-focused:  they usually just go to one destination in each 

trip and care less about the environment. For many young and middle-age male 

participants, commuting and daily walking responsibility such as dog walking and taking 

their children to a park are their only reason to take active transportation. The elderly 

males are much more active but are still more destination-focused than the elderly 

females. 

  

Figure 5.14-5.15  Active Transportation Purpose Divided by Gender 

 

5.3.3Different family structures’ active transportation patterns  

 

Participants were divided into three groups according to their family structure to examine 

whether family life would impact the participants’ active transportation pattern.  
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The participants living by themselves were generally very active walkers/bikers. 5 out of 

6 of them took active transportation more than 3 times per week, mainly due to commuting 

needs. The families without children /pet were less active as two thirds of them took active 

transportation less than 2 times a week. The families with children /pet were another 

active group, with 73% of them took active transportation more than 3 times per week, 

mainly to walk their dogs and take their children to parks. This data demonstrated that 

commuting and children/pet were the most important reasons which kept people taking 

frequent and routine active transportation. 

Figure 5.16 Active Transportation Purpose Divided by family structure 

 

 

The interviewees were further asked about how they would take active transportation that 

were not for commuting or their children /pet. The result showed very different pattern 
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from the previous data (chart 5). The participants living alone were very inactive when 

they did not have to walk/bike for commuting. None of them took active transportation 

more than 3 times per week. Half of them never take active transportation regularly and 

they described themselves as ‘often walk/bike less than once a week.’  The families 

without children /pet showed similar pattern with the previous data: the majority of them 

still take active transportation 1 to 3 times per week and none of them are highly active. 

For the families with children /pet, the data became polarized: 4 of them were very inactive 

and 8 of them were still highly active. 7 of the 8 highly active participants happened to be 

the elderly residents.  

Figure 5.17 Non-commuting purposed Active Transportation Purpose Divided by family 

structure 

 

The two charts above demonstrated that overall, the participants with children /pet are 

more active than those who live alone and those without children/pet.  Family life might 
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influence participants’ active transportation choices because people are intended to move 

to low-density or suburban communities and drive to work after they get married and their 

active transportation changed from commuting-purposed to babysitting and exercise-

purposed. Children and pets are important and in many occasions, the only incentive for 

parents to take active exercises. The elderly participants however, are highly motivated 

to take active transportation for various reasons and they are highly routine and active 

walkers/bikers. 

 

5.3.4 Different types of immigrants’ active transportation patterns  

 

Participants were divided into three groups according to their length of Canadian living 

experience in order to examine whether their active transportation choices might 

change as they live longer in Canada’s car-oriented culture.  

 

Interview data showed that the ‘new immigrant’ participants (who have lived in Canada 

for 0-3 years) relied highly on active transportation as all of them take active transportation 

more than 3 times per week. The participants who have lived in Canada between 4 and 

10 years are also active walkers/bikers in general, as 2 of them take active transportation 

more than 3 times per week and the other one takes active transportation 2-3 times per 

week. The ‘settled immigrants’  (those who have lived in  Canada for more than 10 years)  
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however, are less active: only 4  of them take active transportation more than 3 times per 

week; 6 of them  take active transportation for 1-3 times per week and the other 3 take 

active transportation less  than once per week. This trend demonstrated that new 

immigrants have the strongest need on take active transportation and this need reduces 

as their living experiences in Canada increases. 

Figure 5.18 Active Transportation Purpose Divided by family structure immigrant type 

 

 

5.3.5 Active transportation patterns in different types of community 

• Grange Park 

Grange Park represents the highly walkable and public transportation-based urban 

high-density communities with most living amenities in walking distance. There are 5 

participants living in this neighborhood. Interview data showed that Grange Park indeed 

has the most active resident group with the highest proportion of commuting-purposed 
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active transportation users (100%). All participants in this group walk for at least a part 

of their trips to school and work and their average active transportation practices are 4-5 

times per week, 20-30 minutes per trip. 

Grange Park also has the most diverse active transportation destinations and the 

youngest participant group among all case study neighborhoods, with 80% of the 

participants under 30 years old and all of them living with roommates or by themselves. 

This context partly explains why the Grange Park participants’ walking and biking pattern 

is more diverse and irregular than in other types of neighborhood. As a 21-year old female 

said: 

‘There is everything around…I can walk to anywhere whenever I want,why would I 

make plan (of walking)?’ 

 

Another 21-year old male expressed a similar opinion: 

‘It’s hard to summarize often I usually walk and bike to somewhere and why I do it, 

as I just do it whenever I want. There are so many places to go…and once I need 

to do grocery shopping or my friends call me out, I just go out.’ 

 

Overall, Grange Park’s convenient access to public transit system and various small-

scale living amenities provided important incentives for participants in this neighborhood 
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to step out of their homes and choose active transportation as the priority transportation 

method. As a participant said: 

 

‘I live here as it has everything fun around: food, cinemas, shopping malls, galleries, 

museums…. and it’s easy enough to catch a bus to further places in downtown. The 

thing I do most when I am bored is wandering around on the streets and in shopping 

malls to do some window shopping… I don’t need to rush and there is no purpose, 

(I) just walk slowly around and see that’s happening…’ 

  

The main barrier for the Grange Park’s participants to take active transportation was the 

poorly designed cycling system. Although bike sharing stations were available all around 

the neighborhood and all of the participants were quite used to biking while living in China, 

none of them cycled to school/work in Toronto. Safety was the biggest concern, as biking 

lanes were only planned on several roads and those lanes were not segregated from the 

motor lanes (while in China there are 9-16 feet wide segregated biking lanes in most 

streets). Most participants expressed worry about sharing lanes with car drivers in the 

busy mains streets such as Dundas Street and Queen Street. Two participants had their 

own bikes but they only bike occasionally on weekends when the streets were not so 

busy. One participant said that he preferred skateboarding in summer to cycling as he felt 

that it was much safer to share the road with pedestrians than with cars. 
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To summarize, Grange Park has good active transportation infrastructures and diverse 

living amenities as an urban high-density neighborhood. The active transportation pattern 

in this neighborhood is mainly commuting-purposed while the participants’ non-

commuting active transportation practices are diverse and irregular in terms of destination 

and frequency.  Cycling is not so popular among the participants from this neighborhood 

as the cycling infrastructures –especially the biking lanes—are not properly designed and 

not safe enough in their minds. 

 

• Swansea  

Swansea represents the urban low-density communities which have convenient access 

to public transportation system but the living amenities are not so walking/biking-focused 

as the urban high-density communities.  

 

Interviews with the 4 participants from Swansea showed that active transportation was a 

practical and popular option for them to do a variety of things around their neighborhood, 

including grocery shopping, dining out, exercising and so on but it was not the participants’ 

priority commuting choice due to the neighborhood’s low-density layout and limited public 

transit choice.  
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Compared to Grange Park’s participants, participants from Swansea had a less frequent, 

but more regular active transportation pattern. All of them expressed that they would walk 

2 to 3 times per week to do some shopping or for leisure in the neighborhood and each 

trip takes 30-60 minutes on average.  At the same time, all participants had their cars and 

would drive to further large-scale grocery stores and Chinese supermarket once a week 

to do ‘serious grocery shopping’. As they did not rely on public transit and can easily drive 

to further areas, the participants’ active transportation destinations were mainly around 

the neighborhood, including the Bloor street corridor, the community park and High Park. 

 

Bloor street and the High Park provide very important incentives for Swansea residents 

to walk  out of their homes. Bloor street is a typical urban commercial corridor with various 

small-scale stores and a wide range of living amenities. According to all participants, Bloor 

street was an essential landmark of the neighborhood and it was where they walk to most 

of the time, either to buy something or just to take some exercises, as a 35-year old female 

said that: 

 

‘It (Bloor Street) is what a city should look like, you know, small stores, café full of 

people and vibrant atmosphere. I walk there all the time to check around as it’s 

where it makes me feel I’m actually living in a community.’      
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The High park on the other hand, was the main leisure destination for participants from 

Swansea, especially in summer. All participants expressed that they would walk to the 

High Park if they wanted to have longer exercises and the various spring and summer 

events in High Park also attracted them to spend some time there. The High park was 

also the most popular cycling destination for Swansea participants as it has a planned 5-

km biking route with continuous biking lanes, parking racks, fountain water and snack 

vans. All three participants who had their own bikes expressed that in summer they often 

cycled in the High-Park’s biking route as it was ‘a farely safe, well-designed and fun 

cycling route’. 

 

The barriers for Swansea participants to take active transportation came from two 

aspects.  First, there was a lack of grocery stores within the neighborhood. As introduced 

in section 5.2.2, Swansea was a typical low-density neighborhood with exclusive zoning. 

There was no retail use allowed along the main roads crossing the neighborhood and 

walking to the grocery stores on Bloor Street could take 30 minutes for residents living at 

the south end of the neighborhood. As a 38-year old male participant said: 

 

‘Walking is an awkward choice if I want to do some serious shopping…I don’t mind 

spend 20-25 minutes walking to Bloor but coming back with hands full of shopping 
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bag is not fun…I don’t want to drive there and spend money parking either…plus, 

it’s hard to find parking there.’ 

Another barrier was that it could be dangerous to walk in the neighborhood’ in winter as 

the city’s snow plough was usually slow and the sidewalks could easily get icy and 

slippery. cycling is even more unrealistic in winter when there is snow piled along the 

roads. 

In summary, Swansea provides a friendly active transportation environment, as it hosts a 

mixture of urban-style high-density living amenities and suburban-style safe and quiet 

neighborhood environment.  Residents intend to drive to work and further areas and 

therefore their active transportation destinations are mainly within the neighborhood. The 

active transportation pattern in Swansea is shopping and exercise-purposed, moderate 

in frequency and length of time.  

Cycling is more popular in Swansea than in Grange Park, as the neighborhood roads are 

less busy and there is a planned cycling route in nearby park. The commercial corridor 

with diverse small-scale retail stores and the large-scale urban park with planned active 

transportation infrastructures near the neighborhood provided both destinations and 

incentives for the residents to take active transportation. On the other hand, the low-

density layout, the exclusive zoning and poor winter road conditions are factors that 

restrained the residents’ active transportation practices. 
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• Bayview Village  

Bayview village represents the suburban high-density communities which have 

comparatively convenient access to the public transportation system. However, as with 

most other suburban neighborhoods, Bayview Village is designed in a car-friendly 

neighborhood, with all sorts of large-scale retail stores, living amenities and adequate free 

parking in a short driving distance. The active transportation infrastructures on the other 

hand, are poorly planned. There is no bike lane, no bike sharing station and even the 

sidewalks do not properly cover the whole neighborhood. Furthermore, there is a lack of 

high-density commercial destination for residents to walk/bike to, as most retails stores 

and living amenities are out of convenient walking distance (less than 20 minutes) and 

are dispersed around the neighborhood,  

 

There were five participants recruited in Bayview village, all of whom lived in high-rise 

condominiums. Only one of them took public transportation to work and the others drove 

to work. Interviews with them unveiled some practical problems of commuting via public 

transportation in suburban areas: although public transit options in Bayview Village were 

diverse, transferring between different municipalities’ public transportation systems was 

time-consuming and expensive (costed double fee). Meanwhile, most participants found 

it difficult to reply on the local bus and subway routes as they experience frequent delays. 

This awkward context reduced the participants’ passion on taking active transportation as 

a part of their daily commuting. 
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Bayview Village’s participants demonstrated a propensity for two different active 

transportation patterns. The parents were highly active and regular walkers and they walk 

3-4 times weekly on average to the community park to play with their children in summer. 

Their winter active transportation practices were quite limited due to weather limitation 

and most of them would drive their children to indoor playground or shopping malls. On 

the other hand, the participants without children were reluctant to take active 

transportation and they were the least active group among all participant, as all of them 

described themselves as take active transportation less than once a week on average. A 

single participant blamed the car-oriented community design for her car-depending life: 

 

‘I can’t walk to do anything as it is dangerous and inconvenient to walk in this 

neighborhood. Everything is on the other side of Sheppard (Avenue) and to get there 

I have to walk across a tunnel which was dark and dangerous and has a very narrow 

sidewalk and the road speed is at least 60-70 km/h…. Sheppard is quite wide…. 

crossing it is stressful enough for me and think about an old man or anyone on 

wheelchair… Plus, there are only large-scale supermarkets for weekly shopping 

nearby, why would I bother to walk?’ 
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The parents and grandparents were not satisfied with the community’s active 

transportation infrastructure either. A 32-year old mother described living in the 

neighborhood as a ‘lose-lose’ choice comparing to typical urban and suburban lives, as 

she said that: 

 

‘When I looked at the neighborhood on the map I thought it would be convenient to 

go everywhere but after living here for a while I realize that the reality is opposite: it 

is neither so walkable as downtown, or so spacious and convenient to drive around 

as in suburban areas. We still have to drive to do grocery shopping and everything 

else as there is no supermarkets or restaurants or shopping malls in walking 

distance. The only places we walk to are the tiny parks downstairs and they are so 

crowded…so we often drive to different suburban neighborhoods and use their 

community parks…they have much better playgrounds and sport fields’ 

 

A 62-year old grandmother expressed similar opinion, that it was actually more 

inconvenient and lonely to live in the condominium than in the low-density neighborhood: 

 

‘My daughter moved here as a transition until her new house construction is 

accomplished. I thought I could make new friends and walk around more, as it felt 

like living in China. But in fact it is harder to meet neighbors here…I don’t see as 
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many grandparents here as in the old neighborhood and the young parents don’t 

walk to each other a lot… the walking environment here is worse… the parks are 

smaller and more crowded, and there is no place to buy food.’ 

 

In summary, although Bayview Village has convenient access to the public transportation 

system and complete living amenities abound, its car-oriented community design makes 

it a poor environment for active transportation. Residents have neither attractive and 

close-enough destination to walk to, nor safe and complete infrastructures which take 

them to the destinations. This awkward context makes active transportation the least 

popular transportation option for the participants from Bayview Village. The active 

transportation patterns in Bayview Village varies among different resident groups. The 

parents and grandparents are highly active and routine walkers and their active 

transportation practices are mainly babysitting-purposed. The other participants rarely 

walk out for any purpose as there are few incentives and many barriers. Cycling is not 

popular in Bayview Village either for similar reasons as walking: there is a lack of planned 

biking route with continuous and segregate biking lane and it is too dangerous to cycle 

along the high-speed main streets. 

 

• Langstaff  
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Langstaff represents the suburban low-density communities which have limited public 

transportation connection and a car-oriented community design. Like Bayview Village, 

most retail stores and living amenities around Langstaff are out of a convenient walking 

distance and are dispersed around the neighborhood. There is no bike sharing station 

within or around the neighborhood. Biking lane is only planned along Bantry Road and is 

not continuous. The sidewalks are wider than Bayview Village and are in a better condition 

as Langstaff is a newer neighborhood. However, there are still a few areas without paved 

sidewalk. 

 

Langstaff has the most participants among all case study neighborhoods, with a total of 

thirteen interviewees. Unsurprisingly, driving is the most popular commuting option and 6 

participants drive to work every day. There is only one participant who commutes via 

public transportation. For the retired participants and grandparents, walking and biking 

are their only transportation option. 

 

Overall, the active transportation pattern in Langstaff is similar to that in Bayview Village: 

the active and regular walkers and bikers are parents, grandparents and pet owners and 

their main purpose was taking their children to the park and walking their pet. The elderly 

participants are especially passionate about walking/cycling to shop fresh food every day. 

The single participants and those who do not have children are much less passionate 

about walking and biking somewhere, as there is a lack of high-density shopping 
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destinations, and it is more expensive and time-consuming to take public transportation 

than driving.  

 

On the other hand, Langstaff is better than Bayview Village at attracting people taking 

some recreation and exercise-purposed active transportation in two aspects. First, as a 

low-density community, Langstaff has more spacious and better-designed community 

parks than Bayview Village. There are two community parks in Langstaff which are only 

800 metres from each other. Both parks have a playground, sand pit, water park, bench, 

pavilion, sports field and cycling-friendly route. As these two parks are spacious enough 

and have complete infrastructures, they provide important destinations for residents to 

walk/bike to, as people can take exercise, have picnic, socialize, play with children and 

walk their pets in the parks. Second, Langstaff has a large elderly resident group, who 

are not only active themselves, but are also passionate about organizing all sorts of group 

exercises such as Tai Chi, dancing, sword dancing and so on. Group exercise is an 

important culture of the Chinese elderly group and it is very common to see a group of 

elderly residents taking exercise in an open space of their neighborhood in China every 

morning and evening. After immigrating to Canada, these elderly residents continue their 

group exercise routine and gradually form an informal group, which keeps attracting other 

Chinese residents attending their exercises in the community parks. As this exercise 

group is highly active and routine, anyone who want to participate in the group exercise 

or simply want to come over and hang out with neighbors can find them at a specific time 
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of a day at the same location. Therefore, this exercise group also provides a conventional 

destination for other elderly residents to walk/bike to. As a 70-year old participant said: 

 

‘What can I do here without a car? (I can) only hang out with the Chinese neighbors 

in the park… we walk to the park every morning and spend a couple of hours there, 

having some tea and chatting with them… there are always people there taking 

exercise.’  

 

Another 60-year old resident also expressed that when he passed the park he would 

always stop by and take a look at who was there: 

‘I know they are there. Every morning on the way back from food shopping I take a 

detour to the park and spend 20-30 minutes there chatting with them. Now I know 

more and more people and I know them all from the exercise group in park.’ 

 

For the active team members, this exercise group is the most important channel that 

bonds them with their community and social network in Canada. A 62-year old resident 

who takes group exercise almost every day says that spending time in the community 

park already becomes a part of her life, and taking group exercise means way more 
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than just physical well-being for her, as it is her ‘only way to break into the Canadian 

community.’ 

 

As stated in section 5.3.1, language is the main barrier for the elderly residents to take 

public transportation and explore further areas, although they expressed a strong interest 

in it. The low-density layout of Langstaff although adds difficulties for them to walk around 

in the neighborhood. Other barriers for Langstaff participants to take active transportation 

are similar to those in Swansea: there is no grocery store within the neighborhood so for 

most elderly residents who insist on shopping fresh food every day, the 1.5-2 km walk 

without shade is a challenge in the summer and is more dangerous in the winter with icy 

and slippery sidewalks. As a matter of fact, many participants have their own bicycles and 

choose to cycle to the supermarkets. However, cycling is also dangerous when there is 

snow piled along the roads. 

 

In summary, Langstaff has very limited access to public transportation system and the 

commuting-purposed active transportation option is therefore limited. As most young and 

middle-aged participants drive to work, shop and further destinations, the community park 

provides them an important destination to play with their children, take exercise and 

socialize. For elderly residents, active transportation is their only transportation option and 

they are highly active and routine walker/bikers, although language barrier and the low-

density community design bring many challenges to them. Overall, the active 
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transportation pattern in Langstaff is exercise and recreation-focused, with the exception 

of the elderly group, who insist on shopping for fresh food every day. Cycling is popular 

in Langstaff among the elderly group as it is a convenient option to do daily food shopping. 

 

5.4 Active transportation patterns observed in community parks 

 

This research assumes that community parks are an important neighborhood-wide 

destination for residents to walk/bike to. Interviews from all case study neighborhoods 

have proven this assumption: 89% of the interviewees include community parks as one 

of their main walking/biking destinations and over 50% of them list community park as the 

most important walking/biking destination. This section further depicts residents’ active 

transportation behaviors in different types of neighborhood, based on observation at the 

case study neighborhoods’ community parks. 
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Table 5.4 Residents’ Active Transportation Behaviors in Case Study Neighborhoods’ 
Community parks 

Neighborhood Grange 
Park 

Swansea Bayview 
Village 

Langstaff 

Observation 
location 

Grange 
park 

Rennie 
Park 

Hawksbury 
Park 

Dr. James 
Langstaff 
park 

Russell 
Farm park 

Activity  

 

walk, watch 
children 
play, picnic 

Soccer, 
walk, 
watch 
children 
play 

Dog 
walking, 
watch 
children 
play 

watch 
children 
play, walk, 
chat 

Group 
exercise, 
watch 
children 
play, chat, 
walk, 
basketball, 
play poker 

Age group 

 

20-40 30-50 30-40 30-60 60 and 
above 

Popular 
infrastructure  

 

Benches 
with shade, 
playground, 
Water park, 
paved plaza 

Soccer 
field, 
playground 

playground playground Pavilion, 
open space 
with had 
paving, 
benches 
with shade 

Social 
interaction 

 

With 
friends,  
colleagues 
and other 
pet owners 

With 
soccer 
teammates 

With other 
parents 

With other 
parents 

With group 
exercise 
members 
and other 
passing-by 
neighbors 
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5.4.1Activities 

Sitek’s (2011) research on an urban park in Waterloo indicated that compared to other 

ethnic groups, Asians were more fond of passive leisure than active leisure. Observations 

on the Chinese residents’ activities in the 5 selected parks showed a similar pattern with 

Sitek’s research, that most Chinese residents were found having passive leisure in the 

parks such as walking, talking, socializing, watching children playing, playing with their 

phones or sitting by themselves and listening to music. Active leisure activities were 

observed in Rennie park and Russel Farm park but were also in group forms –including 

soccer, basketball and group exercises (Tai Chi, group dancing and so on)—and were 

carried out with socializing characteristics. Few Chinese residents were observed running 

or cycling for exercise by themselves. 

 

Watching children play was the most common activity among all 5 parks, as all parks had 

playgrounds and it was almost the only thing people can do in the parks which were 

obviously children -favoring designed. For instance, in Hawksbury park and Dr. James 

Langstaff park, playground and the children -focused infrastructures such as water splash 

feature occupied a big part of the park and all benches were designed around the 

playground for parents to watch their children playing. There was no infrastructure 

designed in other parts of the park to encourage non-parent users to stay longer in the 

park. 
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Walking and dog walking were also observed in all parks in a relaxing and socializing 

setting. Compared to other ethnic groups, the Chinese residents displayed a stronger 

interest in wandering around and looking for opportunities to chat with their neighbors 

(especially Chinese neighbors). Their walk therefore usually took much longer than those 

who focused on walking for exercise. Dog walkers in Grange park had the best amenity 

as there was an off-leash dog park and dog walkers could spend more time in that area 

chatting with other dog owners.  

 

Picnic was not favored by Chinese residents, although it was a popular activity among 

other ethnic groups. A possible reason was that the Chinese residents, especially the 

elderly were less used to sitting on the lawn, as most Chinese residents were found sitting 

on benches and few sat on the lawn. The popular sports for Chinese residents were 

basketball and soccer. People were also found playing Badminton on the hard-paving 

surfaces in Rennie park and Russell Farm park.  

 

Group exercise was the most popular activity among Chinese elderly residents. Russell 

Farm park had the largest and best-organized exercise group, which had 10 to 15 active 

members and organized a 3-hour exercise schedule every morning between 9am and 

noon when the weather condition was fare. People passing by could drop in the sessions 

anytime. There was usually a couple of core members leading the exercise sessions but 

people could follow their own paces or do any other exercises they want. There were 
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some smaller exercise groups playing actively in Dr. James Langstaff park and Rennie 

Park, which had 3-5 elderly members and usually work out in the evening. Socializing 

was quite active among the exercise groups, and many people would not necessarily 

come to work out but just to catch up with their neighbors. Others came to the group 

exercise to look for Poker and Ma Jiang partners. 

 

5.4.2Age Group and Infrastructure 

Observation indicated that in general, the new parents and elderly residents are the 

groups that appear most and stay longest in parks, although different parks attracted 

different age groups with their specific infrastructures and environment. 

 

The Chinese parents with babies and toddlers usually only stayed in the area around the 

playground. They could easily spend 30-60 minutes around the park with their children or 

sitting on the benches, watching their children playing and chatting with other parents. 

The elderly Chinese residents on the other hand, preferred walking around the park and 

they would frequently stop and chat with their neighbors. On average, they spent 20 to 

40 minutes in the park. The elderly who came to the park to take group exercise could 

spend 1-2 hours around the exercise location, exercising and socializing with neighbors. 
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The age groups that different parks attracted were slightly different, due to the different 

infrastructure and atmosphere they provided. Grange park was most popular with young 

Chinese residents, because this park was located in Toronto’s artistic hub and is a vibrant, 

student-focused community. The OCAD university and Ontario Art Gallery were right next 

to the park and many Chinese students would come to this park to relax and exercise. 

Grange park’s art exhibitions and summer events also attracted many young people 

visiting here with their friends. The park’s sculpture area, sinking stage and large-scale 

open space were the most popular infrastructures with young people, and the hard-paved 

paths with shade and benches were popular for other age group uses in the summer. The 

off-leash dog park was another popular infrastructure and the shade around it made it 

even more attractive for the pet owners. 

 

Figure 5.19-5.20 Infrastructures in Grange Park 

 

Compared to other parks, Rennie Park and Hawksbury Park were smaller in size and 

had limited infrastructures which were mainly children -favored. Therefore, children and 
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parents were the main user group of these two parks. The playground, soccer field, 

baseball diamond and ice rink are the areas that Chinese parents and children spent 

most time in the parks. 

 

Picture 5.21-5.22 Infrastructures in Hawksbury Park 

 

Dr. James Langstaff park and Russell farm park made an interesting comparison on how 

different infrastructures could attract users from different age groups.  These two parks 

were both located in Langstaff and were only 800 metres from each other, but their user 

groups were completely different. Dr. James Langstaff park was popular among children 

and parents with its large playgrounds, water park, mini basketball court and soccer field. 

There were benches around the playgrounds for parents but there was limited seating 

and open space in other parts of the park so the non-parent groups could not stay long in 

the park.  
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Russell farm park on the other hand, was the community’s ‘elderly’s socializing hub’, 

where most elderly Chinese residents relax and took group exercise.  This park was 

favored by the elderly mainly because of the pleasant socializing environment it provided: 

about 80 percent of the park was covered by shade; there was a large pavilion with chairs 

located in the centre of the park for people to sit in and socialize. Enough benches were 

allocated around the park for people to sit down and relax and most of them were under 

shade so people can stay longer. The group exercises were carried out on the park’s 

hard-paved open space which was also partly covered by shade. Observation in the 

Russel Farm park indicated that the elderly group were more sensitive with light and 

temperature than other groups and their activities in the park were strongly influenced by 

these two factors. Most elderly would constantly move their location according to the 

sunlight and temperature so the areas that were were partly covered by shade were their 

favourite: so they can move in and out of the shade easily. In the summer, the elderly’s 

exercises were taken in the morning and early evening when the sunlight was not too 

strong. Their winter exercises were mainly carried out around noon on the warm days, 

when there was enough sunlight. 
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Picture 5.23-5.24 Infrastructures in Dr. James Langstaff park (left) and Russell Farm 

Park (right) 

 

5.4.3Social interaction 

Social interaction was an important reason for Chinese residents to spend time in the 

park and social interactions were observed in all parks among Chinese residents. 

Russel Farm park has the best socializing atmosphere among all parks with the active 

elderly group. As many elderly residents would love to spend their time relaxing and 

chatting in the park, others were attracted there to socialize with their neighbors. Social 

interactions happened not only between the exercise group members, but also between 

other park users. Many Chinese residents passing the park intended to stop by and 

have a short chat with their neighbors. People who did not know each other could also 

easily strike up a conversation once they joined the group chat or exercise.  
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Grange park also provided a good socializing environment with its delicately designed 

landscape, seating areas and large open space with shade. The social interactions in 

this park were mainly between friends, colleagues and pet owners who either came to 

the park together or frequently met each other. Few social interactions were observed 

among parents, neighbors or strangers. Social interactions in Hawksbury Park, Rennie 

park and Dr. James Langstaff were less diverse than in the two parks above and most 

of the conversations took place between parents when they watched their children 

playing or between the sport team members.  

 

5.5 Summary 

 

This chapter analyzed the interview and observation data and identified Chinese 

immigrants’ active transportation patterns divided by their age groups, genders, family 

structures, length of living experience in Canada, and community types. The identified 

similarities and differences showed that the community’s density, linkage to diverse public 

transportation choices and safe access to attractive destinations were the main factors 

that influenced the participants’ active transportation choices and patterns.  The four case 

study neighborhoods, which represent different types of community therefore 

demonstrated different active transportation patterns:  the  active transportation in urban 

high-density neighborhood (Grange Park) was very common and commuting-based while 

the non-commuting active transportation was irregular and diverse in destination; the 
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urban low-density neighborhood (Swansea) demonstrated  a more regular and moderate 

active transportation pattern which was mainly within the neighborhood and shopping and 

exercise-purposed; the suburban community (Bayview Village) was an awkward option 

of active transportation lovers as the low-density and car-oriented community design 

made it unrealistic and unsafe to walk/bike for any purpose and the participants here had  

most limited active transportation destinations  and infrastructures; the  low-density 

community (Bayview  Village) was another unrealistic option for people who take active 

transportation or public transportation to work. However, it has the best neighborhood-

wide destinations (community park) and its active transportation pattern was mainly 

recreation, exercise and socializing-based. 

 

Both interview and observation data showed that the Chinese elderly residents were 

active, passionate and routine active transportation supporters. Although language, 

cultural difference, physical condition and the car-oriented community design placed 

various restraints to them, there was still an  active group who creatively made use of the 

public space in their neighborhoods to take daily exercises  and formed an informal 

socializing platform, which encouraged more minority group to walk out of their homes 

and have some ‘community  life’ (she-qu-sheng-huo). The community parks therefore 

became an important active transportation destination in the neighborhood. 
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Socializing is an important reason and incentive for many Chinese immigrants, especially 

the elderly to take active transportation. Very few interview participants expressed that 

they would love to walk/bike solely for exercise and most of them preferred taking a walk 

with their friends/families and they always consciously looked for socializing opportunities 

during their walk/cycling. The next chapter will further analyze the social meaning 

embedded in the Chinese immigrants’ active transportation practices with the spatial 

production framework. 
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Chapter 6: The Production of Social Space through Active 
Transportation 
 

6.1 Introduction  

 

This chapter focuses on the Chinese immigrants’ socializing-purposed active 

transportation practices and explores the social and cultural meanings behind these 

practices. Lefebvre’s spatial triad framework will be used to analyze the dynamic process 

in which the Chinese immigrants fill the gaps between the car-oriented community 

planning reality and their strong walking/biking needs by creating social space in their 

neighborhoods.  Firstly, the mismatch between the current community active 

transportation planning (representation of space) and the Chinese immigrants’ vision on 

an ideal community active transportation system (representational space) will be 

presented by comparing the differences between their active transportation patterns in 

China and in Canada. Secondly, the connection between the Chinese immigrants’ current 

active transportation patterns (spatial practices) and their previous out-of-Canada 

experiences (representational space) will be unveiled to demonstrate the cultural and 

social meaning of their active transportation practices. Lastly, the attempts (spatial 

practices) that the Chinese immigrants made to reshape the current community space by 

creating their own active transportation destinations (representation of space) will be 

analyzed to demonstrate that the production and reproduction of social space is a non-
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stop and everlasting process. This chapter ends by a conclusion on the spatial triad 

process reflected by the Chinese immigrants’ active transportation practices. 

 

6.2 ‘We are trapped in the block’: the mismatch between the 
representation of space and the representational space 

 

This section explores the mismatch between the Chinese immigrants’ vison of an ideal 

community active transportation system and their current community reality. Interview 

participants were asked to compare their active transportation patterns in China and in 

Canada and describe an ideal community active transportation system. 

 

It is not surprising that the retail density, infrastructure, community linkage to public 

transportation and public transportation cost in China all favors walkers and bikers more 

than those in Canada and all participants expressed that they preferred taking active 

transportation in China compared to Canada. Canada is more advantageous in the 

aspects of air quality and community environment. Most participants expressed that they 

did not like and were not used to the low-density Canadian community layout and the 

exclusive zoning, as they could rarely walk out of the neighborhood. ‘We are trapped in 

these blocks.’ a 60-year old participant described her and her Chinese neighbors’ lives 

that: 
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‘We have no car and we can’t read and understand English, our lives are literally 

trapped in the neighborhood.…’  

 

The Chinese immigrants’ active transportation experiences in China deeply influenced 

their vision on what an ideal community Active Transportation system should look like in 

three aspects: destination, infrastructure and access to public transportation. 

Table 6.1 The Chinese immigrants’ active transportation experiences in China and 
Canada 

Active 
transportation 

pattern 

China Canada Ideal scenario 

Active transportation 
destination 

Food market, 
small-scale 
retails 

Community 
park, 
supermarket 

mobile food market, 
temporary weekend 
farmer market 

Infrastructure Designed for 
all age groups 

Children-
focused 

Outdoor exercise facility, 
segregated bike lanes 

Connection to public 
transit system 

Free shuttle 
bus, public-
shared bikes  

none Shared free community 
shuttle (such as school 
bus) 

 

• Destination 
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Most participants expressed a strong interest in having more small-scale and diverse 

shopping destinations in their neighborhoods within 15 minutes’ walking distance. Food 

market is an especially important destination for them as shopping for a small amount of 

fresh food every day from a community market is a dominant culture for Chinese and for 

many elderly Chinese it is part of their daily routine. The large-scale wholesale 

supermarkets were not favored by the Chinese immigrants for daily food shopping, 

especially the elderly as the food was in big packages and not necessarily fresh. Farmers 

market was highly popular with Chinese immigrants and over 90% of participant preferred 

buying food from a farmer’s market or directly from farms to shopping at supermarkets.  

 

The participants also brought in some Chinese culture into the ideal scenario, such as 

‘Xu’, a mobile food market with stall vendors which rotates between different communities 

and ‘Ji’, a temporary weekend farmer market. The recent popular concept of ‘she-qu-ji-

shi’ in China –which was a combination of garage sale and bazaar— was also very 

popular with Chinese immigrants.  

 

The exclusive community zoning was the main barrier to create the small-scale retail 

destinations. To solve this problem, some participants suggested that the market could 

be mobile and temporary and the parking space around community park or the community 

centre could be used to host the vendors. In fact, many Chinese immigrants have already 

established their group shopping team which regularly purchases food from farms and 
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distributes it to their neighbors and over half of the interview participants have joined their 

community’s group shopping teams. The temporary market could be used as their product 

distribution location. 

   

Figure 6.1-6.2 : She-qu-ji-shi and free market China1  

 

• Infrastructure 

The main gaps between the existing community infrastructures and Chinese immigrants’ 

ideal scenario came from two aspects. The first was the safety of cycling infrastructure. 

Although most Chinese immigrants were quite used to cycling in China and expressed 

interest in cycling in Canada, about two thirds of them chose not to commute or go 

shopping via cycling due to safety concerns. Both interviews and observation showed 

that the Chinese immigrants were strongly in need of segregated and wide biking lane to 

feel safe enough to bike. However, most of the current community roads either had no 

 
1 (http://m.qnsb.com/index.php?a=show&catid=144&id=94955) 
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biking lane at all, or only had narrow biking lanes on the side of the motor lane. The high-

speed roads could easily scare the Chinese bikers, who barely shared road with the cars 

or wear any protective gear in China. Many participants (especially elderly) chose to bike 

on sidewalks as it felt safer and was more relevant to the relaxing biking culture in China. 

 

    

Figure 6.3-6.4 segregated biking lane in China2 

 

Another gap existed in the community’s exercise and sport infrastructure. It was a 

dominant culture to take outdoor exercise in the community in China so the Chinese 

immigrants generally expected exercise facilities for all-age groups in their 

neighborhoods. However, most of the community parks in Canada favored children and 

the playground and sports fields were designed for children, which was quite different 

from China’s context.  The non-parent interviewees therefore complained that there were 

 
2 (http://jingcheng.qianlong.com/2017/1220/2267092.shtml) 
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barely any facilities designed for them. The parents and grandparent interviewees also 

complained that they felt bored while watching their children playing in the park. Their 

expected scenario was a spatial design with all age groups-friendly facilities, including the 

outdoor exercise facilities for grown-ups and elderly next to the playgrounds, seating with 

shade or roof covering, hard-paved open space (to take group exercise), badminton court, 

volleyball court and basketball court. It was also suggested that the expensive turf tennis 

court could be replaced by hard pavement to accommodate the  elderly group’s group 

exercise needs. 

Figure 6.5-6.6 All age-friendly outdoor Exercise facilities in China3 

 

• Connection to public transportation 

The lack of connection to the public transportation system was a big concern for the 

Chinese immigrants, as cheap/free community shuttles to public transit and wholesale 

 
3 (http://www.dahaixia.net/view.aspx?tid=1841) 
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supermarket such as Walmart had been quite widespread in China but was rarely seen 

in Canada. The common community shuttle approaches in China included the public 

shared bike and community shuttle bus, both of which needed a large population 

support and seemed not realistic in Canada. The Chinese immigrants therefore 

expected that the existing shuttle services (such as a school bus) could include the 

elderly residents and take them to the supermarkets for free. 

 

    

Figure 6.7-6.8 Public shared bikes and free community shuttle bus in China 

 

6.3 ‘It’s not just about arriving somewhere’: the connection between 
spatial practice and representational space 

 

This section further explores the cultural meaning behind Chinese immigrants’ daily 

walking/biking practices and attempts to find out how their current spatial practices are 
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shaped by their previous living experiences and further influence their interaction with the 

current neighborhood public space. 

 

Interviews with the Chinese immigrant residents indicated that walking was a naturally 

favored transportation option for them because culturally it was recognized as an 

important part of individual well-being. The Chinese elderly residents demonstrated 

particularly high passion in keeping regular walking within their neighborhoods as their 

main daily exercise. The Chinese proverb of ‘long living comes with long walking’ was 

widely accepted by the participants and motivated them to walk in their neighborhoods, 

even without specific purpose or destination. Over 80% of the elderly interview 

participants expressed that they would walk to the supermarket even if they do not need 

to buy anything or they would walk to the park just to check what was happening there. A 

64-year old male resident described his typical day as divided by 3 walks: 

 

‘I walk to the Chinese supermarket to buy vegetable every morning at 9am, and 

shortly after arriving home I bring my exercise stuff and walk to the community park 

to play Taichi, and after dinner it is the time to play with my grandson. I walk to 

another small park as there is a big playground…. I keep the routine every day, just 

like I was living in China….’  
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The value of ‘keep walking to keep healthy’ made the neighborhood supermarket, 

community park, community centre and other recreational space very important 

representational space in the Chinese immigrants’ daily walking experiences. 

Observations showed that the Chinese residents favored relaxing, low-paced and 

recreational walking and usually spent more time in recreational public space 

relaxing and socializing with their neighbors than other ethnic groups. As a matter 

of fact, they were sensitive to the public space’s micro-environment such as the 

temperature, sunlight, shading, seating, recreational infrastructure and the 

socializing atmosphere. Shading, roof covering and seating in the park were the 

mostly mentioned elements when asked what facilities could improve their walking 

experiences.  

 

    

Figure 6.9-6.10 roof covering, shading and seating in community park 
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For many participants, walking was not only a daily exercise routine, but also an important 

channel to bond them with their communities and made them felt engaged in the 

community. A resident described the active Chinese elderly walking group as ‘the most 

effective neighborhood watch system’ and said: 

 

‘We always keep an eye on our neighbors’ homes while walking around. If anything 

happens or there are suspicious strangers, we would text in the WeChat group (a 

social media platform) so all neighbors would know right away.’ 

 

Some new immigrants and elderly Chinese immigrants described their community life in 

Canada as lonely, depressed and disadvantaged with language barrier, physical restrain 

and the car-oriented community design. The neighborhood’s public space such as 

community park and community centre were recognized as the only channel for them to 

merge into the Canadian society and ease their loneliness. For them, the active Chinese 

‘park walkers’ and the exercise groups were in some ways recognized as a symbol of 

representational space which encouraged them to walk out of their homes. As a 62-year 

old new immigrant expressed: 

 

‘I felt so lonely and sad living here… every day after my daughter leaves home for 

work I felt anxious and I have to go to the community park to chat with my neighbors 
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or join their exercise. Even staying there made me felt healed…. They (the 

neighbors) were my only friends in Canada.’ 

 

 

 

    

Figure 6.11-6.12 residents taking group exercise and chatting in community park 

 

6.4: ‘We have to create our destination”: the creation of 
representation of space according to spatial practice 

 

This section unveils the subtle but consistent attempts that immigrants make to reshape 

the neighborhood space (representation of space) according to their spatial practices.  
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Interviews with the Chinese immigrants indicated that their daily walking routes and 

patterns had close affinities to how they perceive the neighborhood’s public space such 

as community park and community centre. As stated earlier, community parks were 

mentally important social space in their daily lives and were in many occasions a strong 

incentive for them to take active transportation. Observations in the community parks 

showed that the elderly Chinese immigrants produced an informal and opening socializing 

space in these parks according to their walking and group exercise and the active 

socializing atmosphere was only possible with their highly routine spatial practice pattern. 

As a 62-year old resident expressed that: 

 

‘We have to create our own destination to go to. What can we do every day if we 

don’t find somewhere to go to? ..There is no  many places to hang around, so we 

just go to the  park every day at the same time and  I know who I will meet… we 

always go to the park at the same time.’ 

 

Observation also demonstrated that the physical space was used by the Chinese 

residents to fit their socializing needs in an implicit way.  For instance, the tennis court in 

the Russell Farm Park was occupied by the elderly every evening for the group dancing 

location as there would not be people playing tennis at the time. The elementary school’s 

open basketball court next to Dr. James Langstaff park was also used by a group of 

Chinese elderly to play Tai Chi every evening. The public chairs in Russel Farm park was 
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often moved by the residents from their original place to somewhere covered by shade 

or into the pavilion so the users could stay longer and play poker together. 

 

Social media played an important role in producing both online and physical 

neighborhood-based social space. About three quarters of the interviewees expressed 

that they joined their community’s WeChat group (an online social media platform), on 

which they made use of the neighborhood’s public space to organize their daily group 

exercise and events at specific locations. For instance, in Langstaff community, a corner 

of the Russel Farms park was frequently used by the residents as the online group 

shopping’s distribution location as it was right next to the group exercise location so the 

other elderly residents could take care of the products. In Langstaff, the Chinese residents 

organized a Chinese mid-autumn festival event in the community park according to 

WeChat. The organizer, a 67-year old female resident expressed that: 

 

‘The community park is where we organize all sorts of events. We need an open 

space to get together, just like in China. There are many people hanging around in 

the park every day and they are our natural audiences.” 

 

6.5 Summary 
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This chapter analyzed the social meaning embedded in the Chinese immigrants’ daily 

active transportation practices with Lefebvre’s spatial triad framework. Interviews with the 

Chinese immigrants and observation at neighborhood parks demonstrated that there was 

an obvious gap between the Chinese immigrants’ ideal active transportation system 

(representational space) and the community reality (representation of space). This gap 

was to a large extent, caused by the immigrants’ previous living experiences in China. 

The dominant public transportation and cycling culture in China has influenced the 

Chinese immigrants’ expectations on the community’s active transportation destinations, 

infrastructures and the connection to public transit. On the other hand, the Canadian living 

experiences also influenced them in a way that we would seek for an ideal active 

transportation scenario which both has the Chinese cultural elements and fits in the 

Canadian community context and planning regulation. For instance, the suggestion of 

diversifying the parking lots, sport fields and school buses’ usage to accommodate their 

active transportation needs demonstrated their respect to the Canadian context and 

attempts to fill the gap between the representational active transportation space in their 

minds and the actual representation of active transportation space. 

 

On the other hand, the deeply embedded Chinee walking culture to a large extent shaped 

the Chinese immigrants’ daily walking pattern (spatial practice) and made them regular, 

relaxing and social-purposed walkers. This walking culture linked the Chinese immigrants 

to their community and made the community public space such as community park and 

community centre mentally important representational space in their daily active 
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transportation practices. According to the everyday spatial practice of walking and the 

social interaction attached to this process, many Chinese immigrants established a sense 

of belonging to their community. 

 

For many Chinese immigrants (especially the elderly residents), a dynamic social space 

was actively produced and reproduced by their highly routine active transportation pattern 

and a neighborhood-based social media platform. The neighborhood’s public spaces 

such as the community park and community centre were recognized as the most 

important physical space to host their strong socializing needs and these spaces were 

implicitly but constantly reshaped by the Chinese immigrants to fit their needs. The next 

chapter will make an overall summary of the research findings and discuss their 

implication for planners and policy makers. The research limitations and further research 

areas will also be discussed. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
 

7.1 Introduction  

This research was carried out for the purpose of exploring the Chinese immigrants’ active 

transportation patterns and their social meanings from a community planning perspective. 

It started from an a comprehensive review over the importance of promoting active 

transportation in the Canadian planning context with an explanation on why it was 

important to narrow down the research scope to the community level, and why Chinese 

immigrants’ habits and needs needed to be addressed by policy makers and community 

planners. Lefebvre’s theory of ‘production of space’ was used as an analytical framework 

to explore the Chinese immigrants’ dynamic interactions with their neighborhood through 

their everyday active transportation practices.  

 

The goal of this qualitative research was to provide a documentation on the immigrant 

group’s everyday spatial practices from a bottom-up perspective, their usage of physical 

neighborhood space and their consistent efforts of creating social space. Active 

transportation was a great angle to cut into this research since for many immigrant groups, 

walking or cycling was never just a transportation option, but instead, a deeply-rooted 

lifestyle, a traditional culture full of social meanings and a pivotal channel through which 

they connect with their neighborhoods and social network. Accordingly, the research 
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questions focus on three aspects of the Chinese immigrants’ everyday walking/biking 

practices: 

 

（1） the gaps between the Chinese immigrants’ walking/biking needs and the 

community reality; 

（2） the connections between the Chinese immigrants’ current active 

transportation practices and previous Chinese living experience; and 

（3） the dynamic process of producing and reproducing social space that the 

Chinese immigrants according to their everyday active transportation 

practices 

 

This research attempts to fill the knowledge gap in community active transportation 

planning by addressing residents’ cultural background and their social needs as important 

factors that should be taken into consideration when planning communities and designing 

relative public spaces and infrastructures. Four case study neighborhoods were selected 

(which represent urban high-density community, urban low-density community, suburban 

high-density community and suburban low-density community) with the assumption that 

community location and density had a high propensity to influence residents’ active 

transportation choices and behaviors due to their different accessibility to public 

transportation, the amount of living amenities within walking/biking distance, and the 

availability of active transportation infrastructures.  
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7.2 Key findings 

Interviews with Chinese immigrant residents from the four case studies and observations 

at respective community parks suggested that community density, linkage to diverse 

public transportation choices and access to attractive destination were the three main 

factors which strongly influenced the Chinese immigrants’ active transportation choices 

and patterns.  The four case study neighborhoods demonstrated different active 

transportation patterns. The active transportation in urban high-density neighborhood was 

mainly commuting-based, while the non-commuting active transportation was irregular 

and diverse in destination. The urban low-density neighborhood demonstrated a more 

regular and moderate active transportation pattern; centered primarily within the 

neighborhood and focusing mostly on shopping and exercise-purposed activities. The 

suburban high-density community had the least ideal environment to foster active 

transportation since the low-density and car-oriented community design made it 

unrealistic and unsafe to walk/bike for any purpose. In addition, it also had limited active 

transportation destinations and infrastructures. The suburban low-density community was 

also unfriendly for community-purposed active transportation; however, it has the best 

neighborhood-wide destinations (community park) and its active transportation pattern 

was mainly recreation, exercise and socializing-based. 
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The interview and observation data also showed that although Chinese immigrants’ active 

transportation patterns vary by age group, gender, living experiences in Canada and 

family structure; overall, they were firm supporters of active transportation because 

walking/biking was a deeply rooted lifestyle for them. The Chinese elderly residents were 

especially active, passionate and routine active transportation takers. Although the 

language barriers and the car-oriented community design placed various restraints on 

them, they were still making the best efforts to maintain the same daily walking/biking 

routines as in China, as walking/biking was already a natural part of their wellbeing and 

everyday life. The younger immigrants demonstrated more dependency on a car but were 

also active transportation supporters.  Influenced by their living experiences in China, they 

showed strong interest in shopping and recreation-purposed active transportation and an 

attractive neighborhood destination with diverse living amenities and small-scale retails 

were very important incentives for them to take on active transportation. 

 

Contrasting from many Caucasian Canadian residents who intended to walk/bike alone 

for exercise (Sitek, 2012), the Chinese immigrants demonstrated a strong interest in 

socializing with their neighbors during their active transportation practices. Both active 

socializing (talking to neighbors and taking group exercise) and passively socializing 

(relaxing in the park or walking in the streets and waiting for neighbors to come over to 

talk with) were widely observed among Chinese immigrants in their active transportation 

practices. In fact, interview data showed that socializing was a strong incentive (and in 

many occasions, the only reason) for many Chinese elderly residents to walk out of their 
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homes and have actual social contact with other people. The Chinese immigrants’ highly 

routine socializing-purposed walking practices therefore formed a social network in the 

neighborhood, which was an important foundation of the so-called ‘she-qu-sheng-huo’ 

(community life). 

 

Lefebvre’s ‘spatial triad’ framework further explained the social meanings of the Chinese 

immigrants’ active transportation practices and a dynamic spatial production and 

reproduction process according to their everyday active transportation practices. 

 

Interview and observation data suggested an obvious gap between the Chinese 

immigrants’ ideal active transportation system (representational space) and the 

community reality (representation of space) in terms of the neighborhood destination, 

infrastructure and access to public transportation.  Their ideal active transportation 

system on the one hand had many Chinese cultural elements such as fresh food shopping 

destination, segregated biking lanes, all-age friendly exercise infrastructures and shuttle 

to public transit, on the other hand showed consideration on the Canadian community 

context and planning regulations. For instance, the suggestion of diversifying the parking 

lots, sport fields and school buses’ usage to accommodate their active transportation 

needs demonstrated their respect to the Canadian context and attempts to fill the gap 

between the representational active transportation space in their minds and the physical 

representation of active transportation space in their neighborhood . 
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The deeply embedded Chinese walking culture to a large extent shaped the Chinese 

immigrants’ daily walking pattern (spatial practice) and made them regular, relaxing and 

socialize-purposed walkers. This culture also made the community public spaces, such 

as community parks, mentally important representational space in the Chinese 

immigrants’ daily active transportation practices. According to the everyday spatial 

practice of walking and the social interaction attached to this process, many Chinese 

immigrants established a sense of belonging to their community. 

 

For many Chinese immigrants (especially the elderly residents), a dynamic social space 

was constantly produced and reproduced according to their everyday active 

transportation practices and an active neighborhood-based social media platform. The 

neighborhood’s public spaces such as the community parks were therefore the most 

important physical space to host their strong socializing needs, provides social 

communication and allows for creation of relationships in community. These spaces were 

implicitly but constantly reshaped by the Chinese immigrants to fit their needs. 

 

7.3 Implications for active transportation planning and policy 

In Ontario, although the importance of active transportation has been increasingly 

strengthened in provincial and regional policies in recent years, so far there are few 
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government practices of drafting community-level active transportation plan/design, and 

there is even less attention paid to different ethnic groups’ diverse active transportation 

habits and needs. This study provides solid evidences that culture and previous overseas 

living experiences are important factors which influence how immigrants conceive and 

perceive the community active transportation system and utilizes it. Policy makers and 

community planners should acknowledge this influence and accommodate the 

immigrants’ specific walking and biking habits and needs in local community active 

transportation planning to make the government investment on active transportation 

infrastructure better accepted by immigrants. 

This research has found that the deeply rooted Chinese walking culture and collective 

community life have shaped all Chinese immigrants to different extents and made them 

a naturally active transportation supporting group. For them, high-density neighborhood 

shopping destination and all-age friendly public socializing space are important elements 

of their community life and the main mental motives for them to take on active 

transportation. This strong cultural influence means that small-scale and high-density 

community commercial, socializing-focused community public space, multi-functional 

facilities and more tolerant zoning regulation on temporary community events would to a 

large extent, encourage more Chinese immigrants into taking on active transportation.  

Community parks played an especially important role in hosting the elderly Chinese 

immigrants’ daily active transportation needs, as it was not only a physical space to relax 

and exercise in, but also an important mental space to create social relationships and 
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bond within their communities. As a matter of fact, the following factors should be taken 

into consideration when planning community active transportation systems: 

• Destinations are more important than infrastructures: the majority of participants in 

this research expressed that what they expected most in the future community 

active transportation planning was somewhere to actually walk/bike, rather than 

fancy paved pedestrian walkways. Therefore, a high-density neighborhood 

shopping destination with diverse small-scale retails include fresh food marts, 

restaurants, small-scale retail, clinics, pharmacy shops and so on would be much 

more inviting to active transportation than the existing large-scale warehouse 

supermarkets in suburban and low-density communities.  

 

• Segregated bike lanes are a must-have infrastructure: the Chinese immigrant 

bikers were extremely reluctant to use the existing bike lanes or share roads with 

the motor vehicles as they were used to having segregated bike lanes in China. 

The safety concern was the main barrier for them when cycling, even though most 

of them were very experienced bikers. The consequence of this was that many 

Chinese residents were observed biking on the sidewalks, which was dangerous 

for the pedestrians. As a matter of fact, promoting segregated bike lanes in 

communities is a must-have infrastructure to host the Chinese immigrants’ strong 

biking needs 
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• Community parks should be designed to welcome all age groups, not just children: 

as stated earlier, the elderly Chinese immigrants were a highly active group and 

had strong needs to use the community parks for physical exercise and social 

activities. These elderly residents usually spent a lot of time in community parks 

relaxing and socializing with their neighbors. Compared to children and younger 

people, they were more sensitive to the park’s micro-environment such as the 

temperature, sunlight, shading, seating, recreational infrastructure and the 

socializing atmosphere. As a matter of fact, shading, roof cover and seating space 

need to be more delicately designed to improve their walking experiences. The 

adult exercise facilities should also be planned to host their exercise needs. 

• Flexible zoning could be a tool to promote community active transportation: most 

interview participants expressed strong needs to have fresh food shopping 

destinations in their neighborhoods and shopping for fresh food in the farmers 

market was a pivotal cultural requirement for the Chinese community. Realizing 

that having a permanent food or farmers market was not realistic in many 

neighborhoods, they suggested that the market could be mobile and temporary 

and the parking space around community park or the community centre could be 

used to host vendors. More flexible zoning regulations on these temporary food 

markets could easily motivate the Chinese immigrants to shift from weekly large-

scale food shopping to small-scale food shopping in their neighborhoods, and 

greatly promote community active transportation. 
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7.4 Further research areas 

Active transportation is a burgeoning topic in the Canadian planning context and is 

drawing increasing support from local municipalities and citizens due to its environmental 

and health benefits. This empirical research provides some new directions and 

suggestions on future active transportation. Specifically, the importance of designing a 

community-level active transportation system and the need to address immigrants’ 

cultural and social need are strengthened according to qualitative interviews with the 

Chinese immigrants and observation on their active transportation patterns. 

As stated before, this research aims at telling immigrants’ everyday stories from a bottom-

up perspective and was carried out on some specific neighborhoods in a specific region 

(Greater Toronto Area) with a limited number of interview participants. It cannot represent 

all Chinese immigrants’ stories and it cannot even represent any other neighborhoods in 

Toronto and neither is it the objective of this research. The argument I want to make 

based on this research is that the active transportation users’ walking/biking pattern, their 

cultural context and their mental needs need to be acknowledged by the planners when 

planning active transportation systems. In the Canadian context, the diverse cultural and 

social needs of immigrants especially need to be addressed as the immigrants have 

brought their rich overseas living experiences to Canada and are skillful at creating 

dynamic and meaningful community social space based on these experiences. More 

empirical studies therefore need to be carried out with different immigrant groups to unveil 

their stories and provide more evidence-based planning suggestions to municipalities and 

community planner
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APPENDICES A 

 

 

Letter of Information 

 

You are invited to take part in the research project “Exploring Chinese immigrants’ 
active transportation needs and habits through the lens of community planning” through 
the University of Guelph. 

 

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the information you require to make an 
informed decision about participating in this research. 

 

The Purpose of the Research 

The goal of this research project is to explore the GTA Chinese immigrants’ active 
transportation needs and habits. This research views immigrant as important users of 
active transportation facilities and it critically examines the current active transportation 
planning and policies from the immigrants’ perspective. 

 

The Researchers 

Principal Investigator:  

	

Dr.	Wayne	Caldwell,	Professor	and	Program	Coordinator	-	Rural	Planning	
and	Development,	University	of	Guelph,	wcaldwel@uoguelph.ca	519-824-4120	ext	56420	

 

Research Assistants:  

Xiaoyuan Wan, Masters Student, Rural Planning and Development, School of 
Environmental Design and Rural Affairs, University of Guelph, xwan01@uoguelph.ca  
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Who is eligible to take part in this study? 

You are receiving this notice because you are a Chinese immigrant living in GTA and 
you have living experience in  China 

 

Procedures 

If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: 

• Participate in a 30-minute interview exploring questions regarding your daily 
walking and biking experiences and your perspectives on the community active 
transportation facilities 

• The interview will be conducted by phone or  in person in a place you favour 
• The interview will consist of open questions and you may decline answering any 

questions that you find sensitive, invasive, offensive or inappropriate 
• At the end of the interview, you will have the opportunity to provide your email 

address so that the final report can be sent to you 

 

Potential Risks and Discomforts 

There are no foreseeable risks of harm in completing this interview. This research will 
not involve any sensitive or incriminating questions. All participant data will be coded 
and your name and address will not be collected. The anonymized data will be retained 
for five years following the publication of the research study, at which point it will be 
destroyed. You do not waive any legal rights by agreeing to take part in this study. 

 

Potential Benefits to Participant and/or Society 

While there is no direct benefit to you, your participation will contribute to the knowledge 
of active transportation planning and relevant policies in GTA. 

 

Payment for Participation 

You will receive no payment. 

 

Confidentiality 
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Every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality of any identifying information that is 
obtained in connection with this study. The anonymized data will be destroyed five 
years after the completion of the study. Only the principal researcher and the research 
assistant listed above will have access to this data. Please note that confidentiality 
cannot be guaranteed while data are in transit over the internet. 

 

If the results of the study are published, your name will not be used. 

 

Participation and Withdrawal 

Participation in this study is voluntary. You can withdraw from this study by not 
completing the interview and closing your browser window at any point before clicking 
“submit”.  

 

Research Results 

The results of this study will be communicated to the research community through 
academic and professional journals articles, as well as in the form of conference 
presentations. 

 

Ethics Clearance 

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through the University of 
Guelph Research Ethics Board. 

 

If you have any questions regarding your rights and welfare as a research participant in 
this study (REB# ), please contact: Katelyn Wadleigh, Manager, Research Ethics; 
University of Guelph; reb@uoguelph.ca; (519) 824-4120 (ext. 56606). 
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项目信息介绍 

 

您好，您现在被邀请参与圭尔夫大学的研究项目 ‘从社区规划的角度探索中国移民的积极

交通习惯与需求。本介绍的目的在于向你提供此项目的相关信息，以便帮助您决定是否参

与本项目。 

 

研究目的 

本项目的目的在于探索大多伦多地区的中国移民的积极交通（使用步行，自行车等非机动

交通工具）的习惯与需求。本研究将移民看做重要的积极交通的使用群体，从他们的角度

出发，批判性地审视多伦多现有的城市积极交通规划和相关政策。 

 

研究人员 

项目负责人 

Wayne Caldwell 教授，圭尔夫大学农业规划与发展专业， wcaldwel@uoguelph.ca, 519-824-
4120 ext 56420 

研究成员： 

Xiaoyuan Wan， 硕士在读研究生，圭尔夫大学环境设计与农业研究学院农业发展与规划

专业，xwan01@uoguelph.ca （416）824-3693 

 

谁有具备参与此项研究的资格？ 

居住在大多伦多地区，并且有在中国居住经验的中国移民和居民。 
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程序 

如果您志愿参与此项目，您会被要求做以下事 

• 参与到一个 30 分钟左右的访谈中，访谈内容是关于您的日常步行和骑行习惯和您

对社区相关基础设施的观点 

• 这个访谈会通过电话或者面谈的方式，在一个对您来说方便的地方进行 

• 这个访谈包括一些开放性问题，您可以拒绝回答您觉得敏感，入侵性和冒犯性的问

题 

• 在访谈结束时，您可以向研究员提供您的电子邮箱以便研究员将最终的研究结果发

送给您。 

可能的风险和不适 

本访谈没有可预测的伤害风险。本研究不涉及任何敏感和归罪性问题。所有参与者的个人

数据会被加码，您的姓名和地址将不会被收取。匿名的信息会再研究成果公布后被保存 5

年，之后会被销毁。参与到本研究的过程中您将不会放弃任何合法权益。 

 

对参与者和社会可能的益处 

本研究对您没有直接益处，但是您的参与将会对大多伦多地区的积极交通规划和相关政策

提供有益的信息。 

 

报偿 

您不会收到报偿。 

 

保密 
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本项目会尽所有可能对收集到的跟您相关的个人信息进行保密。匿名信息在项目结束后 5

年会被销毁。只有以上列出的项目负责人和研究成员可以看到您的资料。请注意在网络传

输过程中资料保密性无法被保证。如果项目结果被发表，您的姓名将不会被使用。 

 

参与和退出 

您的参与是志愿性质的。您可以通过在任何时可不完成本访谈而退出本研究。 

 

研究成果 

本研究的结果会被发表在学术和行业期刊以及会议之上。 

 

学术伦理 

本研究通过圭尔夫大学研究伦理委员会的审阅和批准。 

 

如果您有关于您作为参与者的人权和福利的任何疑问（REB #                     ），请联系圭尔

夫大学研究伦理办公室经理 Katelyn Wadleigh（reb@uoguelph.ca; 5198244120- 56606） 
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APPENDICES B 

 

Interview Questions 

 

 

Part 1: Chinese immigrants and residents’ daily active transportation activity choice 

Question 1: 

• Tell me the walking and biking choice in your everyday life ( for instance, how often do 
you walk/bike? For what purpose, at what time of day and to where will you choose 
to walk or bike?) 

• Which walking and cycling infrastructures in your community do you usually use? 
Please evaluate these infrastructures based on your experiences. 

• What are the incentives and barriers for you to choose active transportation as your 
priority transportation option in your daily life? 

 

Part 2: connections between the Chinese immigrants and residents’ active 
transportation activity choice and their previous living experiences  

• Tell me your walking and biking experiences in China (for instance, for what purpose, 
at what time of day and to what destination will you choose to walk or bike?) 

• Compare your walking/biking active experiences back home and in Canada: where do 
you walk/bike more ? What make you feel satisfied and unsatisfied about the 
experiences in Canada? 

• Tell me more about your daily walking and biking experiences in your community: which 
places do you go most often? Who would you meet and What activities would you do? 

 

Part 3 immigrant residents’ expectation on active transportation  

• Overall, how do you feel about the walking and biking experiences in your community? 

• What facilities and policies do you think can improve your walking/biking experiences?  
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• How do you think your community can be better designed to encourage and facilitate 
you taking active transportation more in your daily life? 
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访谈问题 

 

第一部分：中国移民和居民的’积极交通’(步行和骑行等非机动交通方式)选择 

1. 请描述一下您现在日常生活中的步行和骑行等非机动交通方式的选择 （例如：步
行/骑行的频率，出行原因，每天出行的时间段和目的地等） 

2. 你通常会使用您现在居住社区中的哪些步行和骑行基础设施？ 请根据您的使用经

验，对这些设施进行评价 

3. 在您的日常生活中，有哪些因素会分别鼓励您和阻止您将步行和骑行等非机动交通

工具作为首选的交通出行方式？ 

 

第二部分：中国移民和居民的‘积极交通’选择和过去的生活经历之间的连接 

1. 请描述一下您住在中国时日常生活中的步行和骑行等非机动交通方式的选择 （例

如：步行/骑行的频率，出行原因，每天出行的时间段和目的地等） 

2. 请对比您在中国和现在的日常步行/骑行经验：您在哪里走路/骑车更多？相对而

言，您对您在加拿大的步行/骑行体验有哪些满意和不满意的地方？ 
3. 请更加具体地描述您在现在居住的社区范围内的日常步行和骑行经验：您经常去哪

些地方？会见到哪些人？会参加什么样的活动？ 

 

第三部分：中国移民和居民对社区‘积极交通’的期望 

1. 总体来说，您觉得在您现在居住社区的步行和骑行体验感怎么样？ 

2. 您绝对哪些社区基础设施会使您的步行和骑行体验感更好？ 
3. 您认为怎样的社区设计和规划能够方便和鼓励您更多的使用步行和骑行作为日常出

行方式？ 
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